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ABSTRACT
Lately, there has been a great deal of interest for the application of nanotechnology in geotechnical engineering. Soil stabilization is one of the fertile areas for the use of nanotechnology in the field of geotechnics. The foremost thrust of this study is to conduct a systematic
investigation for the evaluating the effects of the addition of nanomaterials on the expansive
soil strength’s characteristics, mainly compaction compenets which includes maximum dry
density (γd-max) and optimum moisute content (ωopt.), through adding nano clay with differenrt
percentages by weight to a slected expansive clayey soil chosen from Irbid city.
From the work conducted in this study the nano clay addition improvs the selected soil geotechnical properties where the maximum dry densty increased with the increase in percenteage og nano clay added to the soil. Same general incrasing trend in the optimum moisture content associated with the increase in percentage of nano clay was reported.
Keywords: expansive soil, soil compaction, nano clay, maximum dry density, optimum
moisture content.
INTRODUCTION
Clayey soils are termed as expansive if they experienced shrink and swell behavior associated
with changes in soil moisture. In response to the moisture changes, expansive soil will experince changes in its volume. This change in volume could be experinced as uplift pressure
on the footing if prohibited and, consequently, could be harmfull to the strcture.
Due to the generally dry climate in Irbid city (Fig. 1), shrinkage occure more frequent than
swelling which mainly takes place during the short wet season. Also, within the residential
areas, watering the vegetations and landscaping surrounging the buildings is another important factor that can be active, particulary, when the footings are resting on expansive clay
soils.

FIG. 1. Jordan map showing the location of Irbid city.
The above mentioned facts rises the need for an effective treatement for such a soils to become more stable and cabable of accomedating strctures. Recently, there has been a great deal
of interest for the application of nanotechnology in geotechnical engineering. Soil stabilization
is one of the fertile areas for the use of nanotechnology in the field of geotechnics. According
to Kolias et al. (2005) soil stabilisation is a customary strategy used to enhance soils to accomplish the specifications of different projects.
In this study, a systematic investigation for the effects of the addition of nanomaterials on the
expansive soil strength’s characteristics, mainly compaction, was carried out. The improvement attained is dependent on the type of nanomaterials. Nano clay, Fig. 2, was used in this
study as an additive material.

FIG. 2. The Nano-Clay used in this study.

SOIL USED IN THIS STUDY
In this study, the soil tested was obtained from Irbid city, northern region of Jordan (Fig. 1).
Irbid soil is well recognized to geotechnical engineers to be expansive clayey soil with a
smectite as a dominant mineral. A disturbed soil samples from the bottom of about 1.5 m borrow bit was collected from the eastern part of Irbid city.
The physical properties were estimated according to American Society for Testing and Materials specifications (ASTM D 7263–09) and (ASTM D 854-02). Based on the results, the solid
unit weight of the clay was approximately 17.4 kN/m3 and the specific gravity of soil solids
was in the order of 2.76. Adaptation of the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS), the
soil was classified as high plasticity clay (CH).
NANO CLAY EFFECT ON THE COMPACTION CONDITIONS
The effect of nano-clay addition to the soil samples is presented by illustrations Fig. 3 and
Fig.4. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of nano clay on the maximum dry density (γd-max.) while
figure 4 illustrates the effect of nano clay on the optimum moisture content (ωopt.). Both illustrations illustrate that nano-clay addition increased the dry density and the optimum moisture
content of this type of clay. This increase in optimum moisture content and the maximum dry
density as well is generally considered as an indication of soil improment.

FIG. 3. Effect of different Nano-clay percentage (%) on maximum dry density (γd-max.).

FIG. 3. Effect of different Nano-clay percentage (%) on optimum moisture content
(ωopt.).

CONCLUSIONS
This research was directed to study the possibility of of improving the geotechnical properties
of selected expansive soil from Irbid city. The effect of addition of nano clay material on the
geotechnical properties, namely; dry density and optimum moisture content, of Irbid soil was
carried out. In line with study the following conclusions can be drawn:
The dry density of the selected Irbid clay soil was increased as the amount of nano clay
add to the soil increase indicating iprovment of this soil.
The optimum moisture content of the selected Irbid clay was increased as the amount
of nano clay add to the soil increased indicating improvement of this soil.
The auther(s) belevie that these results will help invistigators for further improvement for the
geotechnical properties of expansive soils.
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Abstract:
Ionic liquids are salts that are liquids over a wide
range of temperature (Suarez et al., 1998). Because
they can be designed by a choice of a cation and anion, they are called “designer solvents.” (Eik et al.,
2003) they are gaining huge momentum as new solvents for nanoparticles synthesis, or for batteries as
well in heat storage for solar-thermal. They have potential applications in gas handling, pharmaceuticals,
nuclear fuel processing and many other industrial
processes such as separation or paper industry. In
contrast to organic solvents, ionic liquid have a large
liquid range, high thermal stability, polarity and volatility. They are non-flammable and are miscible with
a variety of solvents. Their physico-chemical properties can be designed by judicious choice of cation/anion combinations, which makes them the most
diverse solvent around.
Figure 1: Schematic representation of nonstructural organiAlthough IL has been studied as suitable solvents for
nanoparticles synthesis as well as for catalysis their
interactions with substrates as well as nanoparticle
have been largely ignored. In the current study we
report for the first time the behavior of various ILs
when mixed with silicon nanoparticles for eventual
applications in batteries or solar cells. While fluorine
based IL behave as good solvent to the nanoparticles,
the thiocyanate complexes with traces of iron
ions(khare et al., 2010) that were used as a catalysis
during the nanoparticles synthesis. This complexation
stabilizes the dispersion. Several spectroscopic studies were used to investigate the interactions between
the silicon nanoparticles and the ILs. We suggest
that, contrary to the common belief, not all ILs are
good solvents for silicon nanoparticles because of
many limiting factors.
Keywords: ionic liquids, cation/anion combinations,
silicon nanoparticles, hybrid material,complexation,
stabilization, potential applications.

zation in binary amorphous porous silicon/ionic liquids mixtures
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cosmetics are the materials used for beautification or improvement of appearance and confidence [1].
The word has evolved from Greek word kosmeticos mean adorn [1]. In last 3-4 decades use of
cosmetics by females and males has increased a lot [1]. Therefore it becomes indispensable for
cosmetics industries worldwide to enhance the functional properties of cosmetics. The uses of
nanomaterial in cosmetics have been reported thousand years ago in ancient Egypt [2]. Nanomaterials
has been embraced by the cosmetics industry for several reasons such as they penetrate deeper into
skin, they posses antioxidant property, they protect against harmful rays, they enhance properties at
the nano level including color, transparency, solubility etc [3]. Iron oxide nanoparticles are well
known for their excellent biocompatibility, chemical stability and less toxicity and commonly used in
targeted drug delivery, contrast agents in MRI [4]. Along with the above said properties, there are
several advantages of using iron oxides nanomaterial in cosmetics as they are gentle and non-toxic for
the surface of the skin, they are safe and non-irritating, they may be used as colouring agents in
cosmetics, and they are resistant to moisture [5]. This paper reports the synthesis of iron oxide
nanoparticles through biotemplates [6], the characterization of nanoparticles which was carried out
using TEM, SEM, TGA, and DLS and application of synthesised nano particle used in various
cosmetics products such as nanosuncream, talcum powder, nanolipstic.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Preparation and of Iron oxide Nano Particles
Iron oxide nanoparticles were synthesized via a sustainable, environmentally friendly and green
methodology as reported [6].

2.2 Characterization of the Synthesized Nanoparticles
Powder XRD analysis was done on a Rigaku, Miniflex, (II) Desktop X-ray diffractrometer.
Morphology of nanoparticles was recorded by SEM (FEI Quanta 200 FEG High resolution Scanning
Electron Microscope). Dynamic Light scattering (DLS) was done with help of Zetasizer 3000HSA
(Malvern Instruments, UK).

2.3 Preparation of Cosmetics
2.3.1 Method of synthesis of lipstick:
20 ml bees wax and 5 ml olive oil are melted in a different bowls. With continuous stirring the
contents of the bowls mixed and heated till both are completely miscible with each other. To this
mixture 5 ml vodka is added with constant and vigorous stirring. Now add 0.1 g of iron oxide or
nanosized iron oxide. Stir the mixture and add flavor/essence/essential oil as desired. Pour the mixture
in lipstick mould to give the desired shape to the lipstick and refrigerate it for 3 to 5 hours.
2.3.2 Method synthesis of sunscreen:
Take 25 ml olive oil and heat it. Add 2 ml heated beeswax in it and stir it till all the beeswax is
dissolve in oil. Now add 1 ml essential oil and 0.1g iron oxide nanoparticle/iron oxide to the mixture
with constant stirring. Allow the mixture to cool down at room temperature to obtain the sunscreen.
2.3.3 Method synthesis of talcum powder:
Combine equal amount of corn starch, tapioca starch and arrowroot powder in a small bowl, and mix
thoroughly. Directly add pinch of ferric oxide nanoparticle/ferric oxide to the mixture of starch. Add

the fragrance or essential oil to a cotton ball or absorbent cotton pad. Put the perfumed cotton ball or
cotton pad in a container with the talcum powder and stir it or shake it well. Allow the perfumed
talcum powder to sit for 24 hours, and stir or shake it again. Remove the perfumed pad or cotton ball
and discard it. Put the perfumed talcum powder in the containers, and use as desired.
2.4 In Vitro SPF Analysis
SPF or Sun Protection Factor is a measurement of sunscreen that how far it will protect the skin from
UVB rays. SPF value was calculated through in-vitro spectroscopic method [7]. The following
protocol was used to record the observations. 1.0 g of the cosmetics were weighed and transferred to
volumetric flask of 100 mL which was diluted to the volume with ethanol. The above solution was
ultrasonicated for 5 min followed by filtration through cotton. Reject the first 10 mL, and from the
rest of the solution take only 5.0 mL aliquot and transfer it to 50 mL volumetric flask. Dilute the flask
to volume with ethanol. Now take 5.0 mL aliquot of the solution from 50 ml volumetric flask and
transfer it to 25 mL volumetric flask and again the volume completed with ethanol. The absorption
spectra of samples in solution were obtained in the range of 290 to 320 nm using 1 cm quartz cell, and
ethanol as a blank for every 5 nm, and three determinations were made at each point. It can be
calculated using the Mansur equation: SPF = CF X MF
Where: EE – erythemal effect spectrum; I – solar intensity spectrum; Abs - absorbance of sunscreen
product; CF – correction factor (= 10). The values of EE x I are constants and Sayre et al determined
them.
MF= *+,
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2.4.1
In vitro antimicrobial activity
Cosmetics were screened for antibacterial activity against bacteria, E. coli, (Gram negative) by
reported agar well-diffusion method. Cultures were grown overnight at 370C in 20 ml of agar medium
in Petri plate. Then the agar plates were swabbed with the 100 µL inocula of bacterium and left for
15 min for adsorption. With the help of sterile plastic pipette having 8 mm diameter, wells were made
into the seeded agar plates. The wells were loaded with a 100 µL volume with concentration of
2.0 mg/mL reconstituted in DMSO. All the plates were incubated at 37°C for 24 hr. Antibacterial
activity of each product was observed by measuring the zone of growth inhibition against the test
organisms.
3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The synthesized nano particle was analyzed for the particle size, crystalline behavior and morphology
with the help of DLS, XRD and HRSEM, respectively. The size of the particle was found to be less
than 50 nm. The Figure 1 (a) and (b) represent the XRD pattern and SEM images [6] for the
synthesized nano iron oxide particles.

Figure 1. (a) FESEM images and (b) XRD pattern of the synthesized iron oxide nano particles
nanoparticles [6].

The synthesized iron oxide nanoparticles were used in various preparations of cosmetics products
such as nano sunscreen talcum powder and nanolipstic as presented in Figure 2. These nanoparticles
provide uniform colour, higher SPF value and excellent UV protection to the cosmetic products. The
lipstick formed is a solid and glossy stick. The sunscreen formed is a greasy and glossy. Fe2O3
nanoparticle helped for imparting pinkish red color as well as homogeneity to the talcum powder.

Figure 2 (a) Lipstick made using iron oxide, (b) lipstick made using iron oxide nanoparticle, (c)
sunscreen made using iron oxide, (d) sunscreen using iron oxide nanoparticle, (e) talcum powder
made using iron oxide and (f) talcum powder iron oxide nanoparticle.
The SPF is a quantitative analysis of efficiency of cosmetics. A cosmetic should have a wide range of
absorbance between 290 and 400 nm, so that it is efficient in preventing sunburn and skin damage.
The in vitro SPF screening test is good during product development [8]. In this paper synthesized
cosmetics were evaluated for SPF by UV spectrophotometry using Mansur mathematical equation.
The SPF values were in the range of 9 to 18. The SPF values of samples obtained via the UV
spectrophotometric method were shown in Table 1. All the samples presented SPF values under the
labelled amount (between 2 to 50). Dermatologists recommend a cosmetic product with SPF 15 or
greater for all types of skins. Most of the oils have SPF value around 2. Among the cosmetic samples,
sample 4 exhibits a maximal absorbance whereas sample 1 showed the lowest SPF as observed in
Table 1. From the table it can be analysed that cosmetics containing nano-sized iron oxide displayed
more SPF than the cosmetics containing normal iron oxide.
The AS/NZ standard specifies that to be classified as a broad spectrum protection product, a cosmetic
product should not have a protection factor less than 4 [9], which support that the synthesized
cosmetics are broad spectrum UV protector.
It has been observed that data variation can be due to (a) the use of non validated spectrophotometric
methodology, (b) the use of different solvents, (c) the type of emulsion, (d) the effects of vehicle
components, (e) the pH system [10]. Several times excipients and active ingredients also cause
interfering with those of UVA and UVB sunscreens, etc. particularly for those with SPF more than 15.
Table 1. In Vitro Calculation of SPF Value
Sample. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name of the Cosmetics
Lipstick (iron oxide)
Lipstick (nanoparticle iron oxide)
Sun Screen (iron oxide)
Sun Screen (nanoparticle iron oxide)
Talcum Powder (iron oxide)
Talcum Powder (nanoparticle iron oxide)

SPF Value
9± 0.2
18 ± 0.3
10± 0.3
19± 0.5
10 ± 0.3
18 ± 0.3

Antimicrobial materials protect against the growth of microorganisms in personal care products,
including bacteria, viruses and fungi and play a vital role in ensuring that cosmetics are free from
microorganisms during the storage and after they are opened. They are generally in low amounts [11].
Inorganic nano metal oxides may serve as effective disinfectants and efficient antibacterial for

cosmetic products. The prepared cosmetic were analysed for anti-microbial activity against E. Coli. It
was observed the zone of inhibition was wider in case of cosmetics containing nano-sized iron oxide
displayed more SPF than the cosmetics containing normal iron oxide, which is clearly depicted by
Figure 3.

Figure 3. (g) Antibacterial activity of lipstick (iron oxide) showing small zone of inhibition, (h)
Antibacterial activity of lipstick (nano particle iron oxide) showing bigger zone of inhibition.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The cosmetics made by using iron oxide nanoparticle definitely possessing more properties than the
cosmetics made by using iron oxide. Iron oxide nanoparticle gives more protection against the
harmful UV rays. Iron oxide nanoparticle is also helpful for imparting brownish/pinkish color
homogeneity to the cosmetics. They also possess good anti-microbial properties.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the application of photocatalysis in an optical fiber bundle reactor for
water decontamination. Because quartz optical fibers (QOP) are expensive and require careful
handling, polymer optical fibers (POF) seem to be more economic and an easier alternative. The
end tip of the optical fibers was polished by sand paper and then dip coated in a hydrosol solution
with the photocatalysts and let it dry. The photocatalytic activity was evaluated by the
degradation of 5 mg L-1 of ciprofloxacin present in water. Two fibers diameters were chosen to
test the degradation of ciprofloxacin. There are no significant differences on the photocatalytic
activity between the two types of fibers.
Keywords: antibiotics, immobilization, pharmaceuticals, photocatalysis, sunlight.
1. Introduction
The presence of pharmaceuticals in water has become a great concern due to the adverse
consequences at both human’s health and wildlife 1. They have been detected in surface and
ground water 2, drinking water 3 and tap water 2. Recently, antibiotics have arisen the interest of
researchers given the capability to accelerate the development of resistant microorganisms 4.
Despite pharmaceuticals reaching wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs), the conventional
WWTPs are ineffective in their removal 4, 5. Thus, photocatalysis allows their rapid and efficient
removal, transforming them into by-products with lower toxicity 6, 7. The catalyst can be
employed either in a colloidal or in an immobilized form. The main aim of using the immobilized
form is that the costly and extra final filtration process can be avoided, which is especially
important for water decontamination 8. Optical fibers (OF) are used as a photocatalyst support
and as a light transmission tool. Polymeric optical fibers (POF) have high mechanic flexibility
and low cost making them more desirable than quartz optical fibers (QOF) with the disadvantage
that they show higher propagation loss than the QOF 9.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals and Materials
We used TiO2 P25 (Evonik), ZnO (IOLITEC Ionic Liquids Technologies GmbH), and
ciprofloxacin (Sigma Aldrich). Water was obtained from a Millipore Milli-Q System (Water,
Millipore).
1

2.2. Fibers preparation
The 8 cm end tip of the OF was roughened with sand paper. In the case of the QOF
(FT1000UMT from Thorlabs) the 8 cm end was stripped down to the quartz core. The core of the
QOF and the core of the POF (Conrad) were polished by sand paper. Then, the roughened portion
was cleaned with a rug and acetone and dip coated in a solution of: (a) 0.5 g of TiO2 in 3 ml of
water; (b) 0.5 g of ZnO in 3 ml of water; (c) 0.25 g of ZnO + 0.25 mg of TiO2 in 3 ml of water. It
was then dried overnight at room temperature and then hot air dried for 30 min.
2.3. Photocatalytic degradation experiments
The light was focused at the top of the OF bundle and transmitted through the fibers. The three
fiber bundles consisted of 20 of 2-mm diameter POF, 20 of 1-mm diameter POF, and 20 of 1-mm
diameter QOF with 20 cm length. Spacing between fibers prevented exfoliation of the catalyst
and improved the parallel pattern of the fibers. Prior to illumination, the solutions with the coated
part inserted in the water were stirred in the dark for 30 min to achieve an adsorption-desorption
equilibrium of the antibiotic on the photocatalyst’s surface. Aliquots of 2 mL were withdrawn at
determined time intervals. As controls, experiments were carried out in the absence of catalyst
nanoparticles or without light. All other parameters in the control experiments were kept
unchanged.
3. Results
SEM images (Figure 1) show a TiO2 cracked coating immobilized on the fiber’s surface revealing
a not smooth coating. On one hand the cracks increase the surface area however, when inserted in
water, the coating might get delaminated because of the water flow. There is a need to optimize
the coating so delamination does not occur.

a)

b)

Figure 1 – SEM images of the a) surface of a coated optical fiber by TiO2 and b) magnification of image a).

To evaluate the photocatalytic activity of the different OFs we tested the degradation of 5 mg L-1
of ciprofloxacin in water. Figure 2 illustrates the degradation profile of the antibiotic during the
exposition to visible light. Ciprofloxacin is not degraded by visible light without catalyst (data
not shown). In Figure 2a) we can see the degradation of the antibiotic by several photocatalysts
immobilized in a 20 1-mm QOF bundle. All the catalysts exhibit similar degradation profile, in
which after 3 hours of exposition to visible radiation 70 % of the antibiotic remained in water.
2

Comparing the results with the 1-mm POF it is shown that the degradation by immobilized TiO2
was slightly improved although by ZnO was slightly reduced. These small differences might be
caused due to the weak attachment of the catalyst onto the fiber’s surface. There are no
significant difference in the results by using 1-mm QOF and 1-mm POQ with the disadvantage of
QOF being more rigid and harder to handle. For this reason we evaluated the degradation of the
antibiotic in water by a 2-mm POF. Since the coated area was doubled, also the photoactivity
doubled for ZnO. After 3 hours of exposition to visible light, only 40 % of antibiotic remained in
water. The same happened for the mixture of ZnO/TiO2. For TiO2 no change was observed when
compared to the 1-mm QOF and 1-mm POF which suggests a higher dependence of ZnO to the
area of the coated photocatalyst.

Figure 2 – Degradation of 5 mg L-1 ciprofloxacin by different photocatalysts immobilized on a) 1-mm quartz optical
fiber; b) 1-mm polymer optical fiber; and c) 2-mm polymer optical fiber.

PMMA showed to have good transmittance and photodegradation resistance, and therefore it can
be a good support if the photocatalyst adherence is improved.

3

4. Conclusion
The projection of effective reactor designs for large-scale use, as required by industrial and
commercial applications, represents the main difficulty in the development of highly efficient
photocatalytic reactors. Comparing the POF and QOF with the same fiber diameter, POF showed
slight higher photocatalytic activity and have the advantage of being flexible. Increasing the
diameter of the POF we enhance the photocatalytic activity. POF seem to be suitable for the use
of decontamination of polluted water. It is now necessary to test the reusability of the fibers.
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Abstract
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out to investigate the influence of functional groups on the mechanical properties of graphene. The Young’s modulus was calculated for carboxyl (COOH), hydroxyl (OH), and
carbonyl (C=O) functionalised layers. Results show a decrease of the Young’s modulus with grafting of functional
groups on the carbon network which can be attributed to the change in carbon – carbon bond hybridisation from sp2
to sp3. Carboxylic groups proved to influence the least the elastic properties, as the grafting is made by a carbon –
carbon bond instead of carbon – oxygen as in the hydroxyl case. Different coverage densities as well as dissimilar
organisations of hydroxyl groups were also assessed and showed the higher influence of big clusters on the mechanical properties than small clusters or distributed hydroxyl groups.
Keywords: functional groups, graphene, mechanical properties, molecular dynamics.

1. Introduction
Graphene is a monolayer of carbon atoms covalently bonded by sp2 hybridized atoms in a hexagonal pattern. The
length of carbon-carbon bonds is typically 1.42 Å, the bond angle 120º, and the layer thickness 3.4 Å. The majority
of studies that take into account the mechanical properties of pristine and functionalised graphene focus on MD
simulations.1-3 It is worth noting that with functionalisation the bonding between the grafted carbon and the neighbouring atoms become sp3 hybridized.4
In this work we considered the influence of different functional groups (hydroxyl, carbonyl, and carboxyl) as well
as the density and orientation of grafting on the elastic modulus of graphene using MD simulations.

2.

Experimental methods
2.1.1. Graphene development
Graphene models were built using Materials Studio 6.0 (Accelrys Software Inc.). A graphene layer simulation cell
with 960 atoms and periodic boundary conditions was created with a density of 2.24 g.cm-3 and volume 8 551 Å3.
Cell dimensions are a = 49 Å, b = 51 Å, c = 3.4 Å and α = β = γ = 90˚.
2.1.2. Models with different functional groups
Functional groups carboxyl (COOH), hydroxyl (OH), and carbonyl (C=O) were randomly grafted onto the graphene
structure resulting in 10 % functionalisation (Figure 1). Adjustments to carbon-carbon bonds were made as graphene
is a sp2 hybridized material.

Figure 1. Pristine and functionalised graphene models with 10 % of functional groups

2.1.3. Models with different coverage percentages of hydroxyl groups
The influence of grafting density on the mechanical properties of graphene was studied by randomly grafting hydroxyl groups to the graphene structure in different percentages, 3.0 % and 7.0 %.

1

2.1.4. Models with different type of distribution of hydroxyl groups
The effect of the type of distribution of hydroxyl groups was assessed by comparing models with a single cluster,
several small clusters and dispersed hydroxyl groups on the graphene. The study was performed for 3.0 % of grafting.
2.1.5. MD simulations
The initial structure was energy-minized and then equilibrated using a NVT ensemble for 100 ps and Berendsen
thermostat with Velocity Verlet as the integration method. The condensed-phase optimized molecular potential
for atomistic simulation studies (COMPASS) force field was used to model the interactions between atoms. This
force field has previously been applied in MD simulations of carbon nanotubes and graphene. 2,4-6 In calculating the
non-bonded potentials, the atom-based summation with a cut-off radius of 9 Å was used in the van der Waals
summation and electrostatic interactions by Coulomb potential. All simulations were performed at 298 K at atmospheric pressure and timestep 1 fs. The cell was strained in intervals of 0.5 %, each followed by an equilibration step as described above, after which the stress was calculated based on the virial expression. The Young’s
modulus was obtained from the slope of the stress vs strain plots of the strained layers.
3.

Results and discussion

3.1.1. Functional groups randomly dispersed
The Young’s modulus for graphene models with dispersed functional groups are presented on Table 1. As expected and due to the sp2 hybridized structure, pristine graphene obtained the highest value for Young’s modulus,
1.35 TPa, which is close to what is reported in the literature.2 From the obtained results it is obvious that the
grafting of functional groups on the graphene layer has an influence on the mechanical properties. Both carboxyl
and hydroxyl groups reduce respectively about 42 % and 47 % the Young’s modulus. This can be explained by
the change of the original sp2 hybridized bonds between grafted and neighbouring carbon atoms to sp3 in order to
promote the grafting. This allows a larger rotation of the carbon atoms due to unsupported sp3 bonds therefore
decreasing the mechanical properties.3,4 The difference between both functional groups may be attributed to the
oxygen from the hydroxyl group being bonded directly to a carbon of the graphene surface, while the carboxyl
functional group has a carbon-carbon bonding to the hexagonal structure. On the other hand, the carbonyl groups
promote the complete breaking of a sp2 bond between one neighbour atom of the grafted carbon creating a type
of vacancy defect that decreases about 57 % the elastic modulus compared to pristine graphene.
Table 1. Parameters and data obtained from molecular dynamics simulations of graphene layers with oxygen containing functional groups. The volume is 50 302 Å3.
Graphene

Graphene-COOH

Graphene-OH

Graphene-C=O

No. Atoms

960

1 344

1 152

1 056

Young’s modulus, E (TPa)

1.35

0.78

0.72

0.64

3.1.2. Functionalisation percentages of hydroxyl groups randomly dispersed
Graphene with grafted hydroxyl groups ranged from 3.0 % and 7.0 % functionalisation. A decrease on the
Young’s modulus with the increase of functionalisation was verified and is in agreement with work already published.7
Table 2. Comparison between different percentages of hydroxyl groups
3.0 %

7.0 %

No. Atoms

1 024

1 092

Young’s modulus, E (TPa)

0.77

0.71

3.1.3. Distribution of hydroxyl groups
Studies were performed only for 3.0 % grafting. Comparisons between randomly distributed groups, single cluster, and several clusters were made. The single cluster obtained the lowest Young’s modulus for both percentages. The smaller clusters models on the other hand have less impact on the elastic modulus. In these four cases
there is no obvious difference regarding the percentage of functionalisation. On the contrary, the randomly dispersed hydroxyl groups have a slightly larger decrease from 0.77 TPa to 0.72 TPa when increasing the functional2

isation. The consequences on graphene mechanical properties have proved to be dependent on the location, distribution and coverage of the functional groups as shown by Pei et al.8
Table 3. Comparison between different distributions of hydroxyl groups
3.0 % of functional groups
Dispersed

Cluster

Clusters

No. Atoms

1 024

1 024

1 024

Young’s modulus, E (TPa)

0.77

0.70

0.74

4. Conclusions
The mechanical properties have shown to be influenced by the presence of functional groups with the grafting promoting a change in hybridisation from sp2 to sp3. Carboxyl groups proved to influence the least the mechanical properties. On the other hand, carbonyl groups influence the most. A higher coverage density also means a decrease on
the Young’s modulus. A single large cluster has a higher influence on the mechanical properties of graphene than
randomly distributed hydroxyl groups or even several smaller clusters.
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Abstract:
In this study the performance of Cassia fistula leaf-extract on stainless steel corrosion in 0.5 M HCl medium was
investigated. Different concentrations of Cassia fistula leaf-extract were employed in the acidic medium in
which stainless steel specimens were immersed and corrosion rate was obtained through linear sweep voltametry
instrumentation, at the ambient temperature of 28°C. Results showed that inhibition effectiveness of Cassia fistula leaf-extract on stainless steel corrosion in the test-environment tends to increase with increasing concentration
of the natural plant extract. The 10 g/L Cassia fistula leaf-extract, which is the highest concentration of the leafextract employed in the study, exhibited optimal inhibition efficiency η = 88.46% on stainless steel corrosion in
0.5 M HCl.
Keywords: Linear sweep voltametry, corrosion rate, Cassia fistula leaf-extract, stainless steel, inhibition efficiency, acidic medium.
Introduction
Industrial surface treatment operation, oil well acidization, pickling and petrol refining operations utilize acidic solutions like hydrochloric acid (HCl) for their operation [1-3]. HCl has widespread industrial application with attendant corrosive effect on metal substrates. Though, the corrosive effects are most often combated with chemical
inhibitors, this is already becoming outmoded because of the deleterious effect of many of the chemicals on the
environment. Challenges associated with the use of chemical inhibitors are numerous [4-6]. Amongst such problems are contamination of plant and animal life, disposal burden, litigation and the expensive nature of a number of
chemical inhibitors. In order to reduce dependence on the use of chemical inhibitors, a gradual shift of focus has
been initiated by several researchers [7-15]. Thus, the focus is now on the use of green inhibitors obtained from
plant extracts [3,12,16-21]. Chief amongst the reason for its utilization is the fact that it is cheap, easily available,
sustainable, disposal and litigation free. Though, several research has been conducted using different inhibitors on
stainless steel corrosion in acidic media [22-29], there is still paucity of studies on the use of green inhibitors on
stainless steel in acidic media. Aside from this paucity of research effort in this study direction, is the fact that there
appears to be no study yet on the utilization of Cassia fistula on stainless steel corrosion in HCl acid.
Stainless steel is known to have self healing properties that make it possible to form almost immediately a thin passive layer capable of protecting the metal. This protection often times is not enough to prevent certain aggressive
aqueous acids like HCl from taking over the metal surface by attacking and destroying the film and rendering the
metal surface bare for pitting corrosion attack which is a localized and insidious in nature [30-31]. The introduction
of hetreoatoms containing green inhibitors that have the capability of donating lone electron pair is likely to facilitate the inhibition process [1,18,27]. Motivation for this study are drawn from the known fact that Cassia fistula
leaf-extract contains phytochemicals like phenolics, flavonoid and proanthocyanidins [32] which are invariably
made up of alcohol and carboxylic group that are also rich in lone pair electrons. This paper therefore investigates
the performance of Cassia fistula leaf-extract on the corrosion degradation of stainless steel in HCl medium.
Materials and method
Stainless steel metal sheet were cut to a dimension of 1 cm by 1 cm with a guillotine. The metal surface was then
treated in accordance with procedures stated in ASTM D2688-94 R99 [33] for treating stainless steel metal before
corrosion experiments and then stored in a desiccator prior to the experimental usage. The chemical composition of
the stainless steel material utilized for the study include: 15.12% Cr, 11.88% Ni and 67.51% Fe.
Fresh leaves of Cassia fistula (C. fistula) were obtained from Ota, Ogun State, Nigeria, and identified at the Forestry Herbarium, Ibadan, Nigeria, with voucher FHI No. 110261 assigned to the sample deposited at the Herbarium.
The leaves of C. fistula were dried under conditioned atmosphere at 21°C before being pulverized using grinding
machine. From these, C. fistula leaf-extract was obtained using procedure that had been detailed in studies [34-36].

Experimental procedure employed use of Model K47 corrosion cell system electrochemical cell kit having 3electrode outlets from Princeton Applied Research®. The 3-electrode outlets used include reference electrode,
EDT direct-ion double junction [6,37-38], graphite counter electrode and the stainless steel sample working electrode. Linear sweep voltametry (LSV) testing were then conducted at 28oC (ambient temperature) using DY2312
Digi-Ivy potentiostat connected to the 3-electrode outlet of the cell kit, in which the 1cm2 bare surface area of the
epoxy mounted steel sample exhibited contact with the test-solution. Test solution employed in the study include
0.5 M HCl in which different concentrations of C. fistula leaf extract were dissolved ranging from 0 g/L (the
control sample) to 10 g/L in increments of 2 g/L. The LSV experiment, at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s from an anodic
potential of +0.5 V to a cathodic potential of -1.0 V versus corrosion potential, gave readout of corrosion rate
(CR) using the formula [39]:

CR =

0.00327 ´ icorr ´ eq.wt

r ms

(1)

Where icorr = corrosion current density (in µA/cm2), ρms = density of metallic sample (g/cm3) and eq.wt = equivalent weight (g). From CR, inhibition efficiency, η (%), was estimated for each plant extract concentration from
the equation [40-42]:

æ
ç
è

h = ç1 -

CRsample with C. fistula ö
÷ ´ 100
CRsample without C. fistula ÷ø

(2)

Results and discussion
The results of potentiodynamic polarization obtained from the LSV experiments, for stainless steel in 0.5 M HCl
in the absence and presence of varying concentrations of C. fistula, are presented in Fig. 1. The plots in the figure include the potentiodynamic polarization curves in Fig. 1(a) as well as the anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes
superimposed with the Ecorr in Fig. 1(b), for the concentrations of the plant extract employed in the study. From
the figure, it could be observed that the cathodic and anodic curves were both influenced in the experiments but
that the cathodic curve exhibited more extensive influence. As could be seen from the Ecorr plot in Fig. 1(b), the
polarization curves in Fig. 1(a) drifted in the cathodic direction relative to the control sample as C. fistula leafextract concentration increased from 0 g/L to 6 g/L before the curves initiated drifts towards the Ecorr of the control sample as the extract concentration increased further to 10 g/L. It is worth noting that cathodic potential, in
the form of more negative Ecorr relative to the Ecorr of the control sample, was maintained from 2 g/L up to 8 g/L
C. fistula, such that only the 10 g/L C. fistula exhibited slightly anodic Ecorr of +0.005 V relative to the control.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Plots of C. fistula effects on stainless steel corrosion in 0.5 M HCl medium (a) potentiodynamic polarization (b) Tafel slopes superimposed with Ecorr
As could be observed from Fig. 1(b), trend of the plot of cathodic Tafel slope, βc, exhibited better pattern with
the plot of the Ecorr than the trend of the plot of anodic Tafel slope, βa, for the varying concentrations of C. fistula
leaf-extract. For increasing C. fistula leaf-extract concentrations, βc decreases as the Ecorr decreases and increases
as the Ecorr increases. In comparison, βa only decreased as the Ecorr decreased in value from the 4 g/L C. fistula to
the 6 g/L test-systems and only increased as the Ecorr increased in value from the 6 g/L to the 8 g/L test-systems
while it patterned otherwise relative to Ecorr values for the other test-systems of C. fistula leaf-extract concentrations. These further corroborate the inference that the behaviour of stainless steel in the HCl medium, being stud-

ied, exhibited more of cathodic control in the presence of C. fistula, and from this it could be implied that cathodic hydrogen evolution mechanisms are under influence of the C. fistula leaf-extract. The shifts in corrosion
potentials of stainless steel in the HCl medium exhibited highest displacement in Ecorr value of –175 mV, i.e. in
the cathodic direction, thus indicating that C. fistula leaf-extract is a cathodic type inhibitor [43-44].
Plot of the corrosion rate, estimated by the LSV instrument as per eq. (1), superimposed with the plot of corrosion inhibition efficiency, as per eq. (2), are presented in Fig. 2, for stainless steel in 0.5 M HCl in the absence
and presence of different C. fistula leaf-extract concentrations. From the figure, it could be observed that corrosion rate values reduced drastically in the presence of the plant extract compared to corrosion rate from the control sample. Consequently, all the concentrations of C. fistula leaf-extract employed in the study inhibited stainless steel corrosion in the HCl medium.

Fig. 2. Plots of corrosion rate and inhibition efficiency on stainless steel in 0.5 M HCl by C. fistula leaf-extract
With a slight exception, it could be deduced from Fig. 2 that the corrosion rate tends to decrease with increasing
C. fistula concentration and/or inhibition efficiency tends to increase with C. fistula leaf-extract concentration.
The exception to this was the performance from the 2 g/L C. fistula leaf-extract system, on stainless steel corrosion in 0.5 M HCl, which exhibited lower corrosion rate, and therefore higher corrosion inhibition efficiency
effect, than what obtained from the 4 g/L and the 6 g/L C. fistula leaf-extract systems. In spite of this slight exception, the 10 g/L C. fistula concentration exhibited optimal inhibition efficiency, η = 88.46%, in the study,
followed by the 8 g/L having η = 79.89%, with these trends being as a result of continuous increase in inhibition
efficiency, η, from the 4 g/L to that of the 10 g/L C. fistula leaf-extract test-systems.
Conclusion
Performance of C. fistula leaf-extract has been studied in this paper using linear sweep voltametry instrument.
The study established that all the different concentrations of C. fistula leaf-extract employed in the study inhibited stainless steel corrosion in 0.5 M HCl medium. With slight exception, observed in the 2 g/L C. fistula leafextract system, corrosion rate tends to reduce while inhibition efficiency tends to increase with increasing C.
fistula concentration. By these, 10 g/L C. fistula leaf-extract exhibited optimal inhibition efficiency performance,
η = 88.46%, on stainless steel corrosion in the 0.5 M HCL test-medium, followed in performance by the 8 g/L C.
fistula leaf-extract that exhibited η = 79.89%.
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ABSTRACT
In this proceeding, we introduce a technique for synthesizing an
individual single walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) aligned on an
ST-cut quartz single-crystal substrate, and demonstrate the
measurement of its electrical transport characteristics. The SWNT
is CVD synthesized from an optimized catalyst’s size that yields
just one individual SWNT suitable for electrical transport
measurements. The temperature dependence of its electrical
resistance is measured from room temperature down to few
Kelvins.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are promising materials
to replace silicon for future electronic circuits and devices because
of their unique electrical transport properties [1]. However, the
main obstacle for this realization is the lack of control on the
properties of the synthesized SWNTs and their exact positioning
on substrates to make reliable and reproducible devices.
Recently, it has demonstrated that by using single-crystal ST-cut
quartz as substrates to synthesize SWNTs on them by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) leads to highly aligned and long SWNTs
that are very suitable for electronic device fabrication [2].
However, so far no electrical transport measurements have been
conducted on an individual SWNT on these substrates because
they are usually synthesized as arrays, and, hence, it is difficult to
isolate just one SWNT for these measurements (See figure 1).
In this work, we introduce a technique for synthesizing an
individual single walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) aligned on an
ST-cut quartz single-crystal substrate, and demonstrate the
measurement of its electrical transport characteristics. The SWNT
is CVD synthesized from an optimized catalyst’s size that yields
just one individual SWNT suitable for electrical transport
measurements. The temperature dependence of its electrical
resistance is measured from room temperature down to few
Kelvins and briefly discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The fabrication process for the synthesis of an individual SWNT,
and the deposition of the electrical terminals on top of it, is
summarized as follows. A patterned metallic foil is used as a
shadow mask for the evaporation of the cobalt catalyst pads
needed for the CVD growth of the SWNTs. The cobalt catalyst,
with a thickness of 2 nm, is evaporated through the mask’s pattern

Figure 1. Scanning electron micrsocope (SEM) image
of highly aligned single walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) on an ST-cut quartz substrate.
by an electron beam (EB) evaporator. The area of the Co-catalyst
pad is optimized to yield to the growth of one individual long and
aligned SWNT suitable for electrical transport measurements.
After catalyst deposition, the SWNT is synthesized by thermal
CVD method using a tube furnace. ST-cut quartz substrates
(Hoffman Materials, Inc) are placed at the center of the
downstream side of the furnace. A typical CVD process is as
follows: Substrate is heated in a 200 sccm O2 flow from room
temperature to 900 oC for 30 minutes and let to settle for 5
minutes. Next, the O2 flow is stopped and replaced by 300 sccm
Ar flow for 10 mins. Then, a 200 sccm H2 gas is flown for 10
mins. Finally, the H2 gas is co-flown with 300 sccm CH4 gas for
15 mins, which leads to a SWNT synthesis. Finally, the sample is
left to cool-down to room temperature in a continuous H2 flow.
Electrodes on the SWNT are also fabricated using shadow mask
evaporation technique. The metal masks are prepared by the same
method as of that used for catalyst pattern. Palladium (Pd) is
selected as the material of the electrodes because of its low
contact resistance to SWNTs [3]. The Pd electrodes, with a
thickness of 50 nm, are EB evaporated in a four-terminal
configuration, with a typical distance of 4.0 µm between adjacent
electrodes. The electrical properties of the SWNT are measured
from room temperature down to 2 K, using a physical properties
measurement system (PPMS: Quantum Design Inc.) for the
temperature control. Voltages of ~ ±1 V are applied by a voltage
source through a 10 MΩ resistance connected in series with the
sample, and the voltage is measured across the inner-electrodes on
the sample by a voltmeter.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 (a) shows an SEM image of SWNTs synthesized from a
catalyst pad of 100 x 10 µm in area. A lot of SWNTs are obtained

in this case, with average lengths of more than 100 µm. On the
other hand, as shown in Figure 2 (b), if a catalyst pad of 10 x 2
µm is used, only one or a few SWNTs are obtained, with typically
the emergence of an individual SWNT of more than 100 µm in
length. Figure 2 (c) shows deposited electrodes on another SWNT
synthesized from the same pad’s dimensions of 10 x 2 µm.

down to about 120 K is attributed to its metallic nature [4]. To
explain the “semiconducting-like” behavior of the resistance
versus temperature below 120 K, it is noted that even “metallic”
SWNTs can exhibit a “semiconducting” energy gap due their
intrinsic curvature [5] and substrate effects [6]. Further studies
are underway to investigate these properties of more individual
SWNTs in this special configuration.

4. CONCLUSION

40 µm

40 µm

40 µm

Figure 2. SEM images of SWNTs synthesized from
different catalyst pads. Size of catalyst pad is 100 x 10
µm in (a), 10 x 2 µm in (b), and 10 x 2 µm in (c) with
deposited metallic electrodes.
Figure 3 shows the result of the temperature dependence of the
electrical resistance (normalized to its value at 300 K) of a SWNT
measured with an electrical current of 10 nA. The nanotube has a
diameter of 0.9 nm as measured by AFM.
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Abstract:

The purpose of this work is to study the interaction of 2-Mercaptobenzimidazole and its adsorption on gold atom. The Density Functional
Theory Study (DFT) calculations were performed on 2-Mercaptobenzimidazole (2MBI) and the complex: 2-Mercaptobenzimidazole-gold
atom (2MBI-Au). The quantum chemical parameters of 2MBI and the complex: 2MBI-Au have been calculated. The considered quantum
chemical parameters are: lengths bonds, angles bonds, optimization energy, binding energy, Mulliken atomic charges, energies of highest
occupied molecular orbital (EHOMO), the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (ELUMO), the energy difference (ΔE) between ELUMO and EHOMO.
The complexation of 2MBI with Au atom modifies the quantum chemical parameters of the organic molecule. This study reveals that gold
atom bonds with 2MBI molecule via sulfur atom.
Keywords:2-mercaptobenzimidazole, self-assembly, Adsorption, Density Functional Theory (DFT), Energy gap, Theoretical calculation,
Gold.

1. Introduction
Recently, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) have expected an immense interest due to their permanency and
easy preparation [1]. The potential application of SAMs consists of several fields such as sensor fabrication, ion
recognition,molecular electronics,studies of electron transfer kinetics, high density memory storage devices,
biomolecular investigations, immobilization of biocatalysts, electrocatalytic studies ,mediation of electron
transport across molecular filmsand corrosion protection. Self-assembled monolayers of aliphatic systems have
been widely studied in the past years, whereas more recently the attention has focused on SAMs of aromatics
and hetero-aromatics thiols by molecular electronics applications and by lithography to center on the ultra-short
length level. Aromatic thiols SAMs are moreover attractive for the reason of very high electron density and
intensive intermolecular interactions [1].
Among the hetero-aromatics thiols, the 2-mercaptobenzimidazole (2MBI) molecule, which is illustrated in
Scheme1, has a simple thiolfunctionnel group that may be expected acting as the main chemisorption center.
Additionally, one or mutually of the two nitrogen atoms in the heterocyclic region ring may act as second center
for interaction with the surface [2]. The 2MBI molecule could be present in two tautomeric forms [3] (Scheme1).
The sulfur atom is protonated in the thiol form leaving two chemically dissimilar nitrogen heteroatoms one
protonated and the other one deprotonated in difference in the thione form where mutually nitrogen atoms are
protonated [2].

Scheme 1: Tautomerization of 2-mercaptobenzimidazole molecule

Most investigations employed gold as a substrate for adsorption of 2-mercaptobenzimidazole molecule because
ordered gold films are easy to prepare [4]. Despite many experimental investigations on the structure Au-S bond
in SAMs prepared of thiolate, the precise nature of the molecule-metal interface is still subject of discussion [5]
and there is still insufficient acknowledged concerning the reactions provided SAMs from organosulfur
compounds with metals [6].
In this context, we propose to study the adsorption of 2-mercaptobenzimidazole on gold atom with the intention
to understand and evaluate the interaction between this molecule and the above mentioned metallic atom. We
have used the density functional theory (DFT) [7] methods to determine the quantum chemical parameters such
as the Mulliken charges, the highest occupied molecular orbital (EHOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (ELUMO) energies, the difference (ΔE) between ELUMO and EHOMO energy, total energies.

2. Computational details
Calculations have been completed by remedying to DFT methods via the Gaussian 09 W set of program. The
2MBI thiol molecule was built by using GaussView program. The geometry of obtained molecular was
optimized and the calculations were performed PBE/LANL2DZ level.
In the optimized structure of the 2MBI molecule, the hydrogen atom that bonds by sulfur was substituted by
metallic atom Au in order to simulate the adsorption of the 2MBI molecule on gold atom. The resulting
structures were optimized by using the DFT method at the PBE/LANL2DZ level. The obtained structure is
denoted as 2MBI-Au.
Computations of quantum chemical parameters such as: EHOMO, ELUMO, ΔE = ELUMO–EHOMO, were done at DFT
technique level by PBE/LANL2DZ for the organic molecule 2MBI and studied organometallic complex 2MBIAu for study the adsorption of 2MBI molecule on gold atom.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Molecular geometry
Fig. 1 shows the structure of 2MBI, 2MBI-Au before and after structure optimization. The drawn 2MBI is
presented in Fig. 1a and the optimized structure of 2MBI is illustrated in Fig.1b. The main lengths and angles of
bonds for the optimized structure of 2MBI are presented in Table 1. In the optimized structure of 2MBI
component, S-H, S-C, C-N bond lengths and the HSC, SCN, CNH, SCN(H) bond angles were 1.386A°, 1.816,
1.337, 93.310, 125.658, 126.401, 120.803 using PBE/LANL2DZ. The results of theoretical calculations of this
study are in agreement with experimental and theoretical parameters reported in the literature [11-13] as
mentioned in Table1.

Fig. 2: The structure of 2MBI and substituted hydrogen of 2MBI with Au (a-, c-).
The optimized structures of 2MBI and substituted hydrogen of 2MBI with Au (b-, d-).
Table 1. Comparative selected bond’s lengths (A°) and bond’s angles (°) for 2MBI experimental
and theoretical calculations by DFT.PBE/LANL2DZ.
Bond’s lengths

Theoretical Calculations
PBE/LANL2DZ

Experimental Reference
(17,18)

H(16)—S(14)
S(14)—C(13)
C(13)—N(11)
C(13)—NH(12)
NH(12)—H(15)
NH(15)—C(2)
N(11)—C(3)
C(2) —C(3)
H(16)—N(11)

1.386
1.816
1.337
1.399
1.018
1.408
1.419
1.437
2.692

---------------1.684, 1.6715
1.362, 1.365
1.383
1.050
1.383, 1.389
--------------1.384, 1.400
----------------

Bond’s angles

Theoretical Calculations
PBE/LANL2DZ

Experimental Reference
(17,18)

H(16)—S(14)—C(13)
S(14)—C(13)—N(11)
C(13)—N(11)—C(3)
C(13)—N(12)—H(15)
C(13)—NH(12)—C(2)
S(14)—C(13)—NH(12)
N(11)—C(13))—N(12)

93.310
125.658
106.828
126.401
104.557
120.803
113.544

--------------------126.800, 127.200
111.000 ,110.400
121.000
110.400, 110.000
126.800, 127.200
---------------------

Theoretical Calculations
Reference (19)
1.373
1.812
1.393
------1.010

Theoretical Calculations
Reference (19)
94.200

126.200
120.700
113.300

The atom of Au as shown in Fig. 1c substituted the hydrogen atom, which binds by sulfur in the optimized
structure of 2MBI molecule. This is in order to simulate the adsorption of 2MBI molecule on the gold atom.

After the optimization of this structure (Fig. 1d), the Au atom is still bonded to the 2MBI through the sulfur
atom. The main lengths and angles of bonds for the optimized structure of 2MBI are shown in Table 2. We note
that the optimized S-Au, S-C, C-N bond lengths and the optimized AuSC, SCN, CNH, SCN(H) bond angles in
the complex 2MBI-Au were 2.403A°, 1.810A°, 1.349A°, 94.195°, 125.901°, 126.281°, 120.759°, respectively. A
little variation is observed on the important bond lengths and angles comparatively with component 2MBI.
Table 2.Comparative selected bond’s lengths (A°) and bond’s angles (°) for 2MBI, 2MBI-Au,
by DFT.PBE/LANL2DZ.
Bond’s lengths\Complex
M(16)—S(14)
S(14)—C(13)
C(13)—N(11)
C(13)—NH(12)
NH(12)—H(15)
NH(12)—C(2)
N(11)—C(3)
C(3)—C(2)
M(16)—N(11) M:H,Au

2MBI

2MBI-Au

1.386[H-S Bonded]
1.816
1.337
1.399
1.018
1.408
1.419
1.437
2.692[H-N] unbonded

Bond’s angles\Complex

2MBI

M(16)—S(14)—C(13)
S(14)—C(13)—N(12)
C(13) —N(12)—C(2)
C(13)—N(12)—H(15)
C(13)—N(11)—C(3)
S(14)—C(13)—NH(12)
N(11)—C(13))—N(12)

93.310
125.658
106.828
126.401
104.557
120.803
113.544

2.403[Au-S] Bonded
1.810
1.349
1.397
1.018
1.409
1.416
1.438
2.929[Au-N] unbonded
2MBI-Au
94.195
125.901
105.040
126.281
106.807
120.759
112.330

3.2. Optimization energy and Binding energy
From the optimized structures of 2MBI, 2MBI-Au, several parameters can be explored. Optimization energy,
binding energy and lengths between sulfur or nitrogen and gold (‘S’ or ‘N’ and Au) are presented in Table 3.
The binding energy of the 2MBI thiol molecule to the gold atom was determinate by using the following eq [14]:
Ebinding= -Eadsorption

(1)

Where Eadsorption=E2MBI-M - (Eatom+E2MBI)
And E2MBI-M is the total energy of the complex (metal atom and the molecule 2MBI); E atom is the energy of the
metal atom and E2MBI is the energy of the molecule 2MBI.
Table 3. Optimisation energy of complexes and metal atom, adsorption energy, binding energy and length betweensulfur ‘S’
or nitrogen ‘N’ and metal ’ M’.by DFT . PBE/LANL2DZ.
Complex 2MBI—M
M:H or Au

Optimisation energy of
Complex 2MBI- M (a.u.)

2MBI S—H

-389.44409

2MBI-Au S—Au

-524.77041

Optimisation energy of
metal atom Au (a.u.)

Adsorption
Energy(a.u.)

Binding
Energy(a.u.)

-135.41879

-0.09247

0.09247

Distance
S—M(H) ( A°)

Distance
N—M(H) ( A°)

1.386 bonded

2.692 Unbonded

2.403 bonded

2.929 Unbonded

The results given in Fig. 1c-d show that gold atom is still bonded to the 2MBI by sulfur even after optimization.
The bond length between S and Au atoms is equal to 2.403A°, the total energy optimization is evaluated to 524.77041a.u. and binding energy is equal to 0.09247a.u.
The bonding of gold to sulfur atom of 2MBI can be explained by the electronic configuration of gold atom. The
electronic configuration of gold atom Au(0) is described as [Xe]4f 145d106s1 [15],the last orbital 6s1 is occupied
by one electron, so this atom can donate and accept one electron to become more stable as shown in the
following configuration[Xe]4f145d10s2. Furthermore, the donate electron is given to sulfur atom of the molecule
2MBI this is why after optimization of the structure of the complex 2MBI-Au, gold is still bonded with sulfur of
the molecule 2MBI. The frees electrons of gold atom Au(0) and the sulfur atom S of the molecule 2MBI can be
the origin of the covalent bond. From the work of [16] while —SH is adsorbed on the gold surface; the
hydrogen atom is removed and the powerful Au—S covalent bond is subsequently constitute.
In this study, there are two different donor atoms, sulfur and nitrogen. According to [17-19], when bi-functional
ligands with two donors atoms are utilized, the gold atom will bind to these ligands through the atom with the
higher donor strength according to the order Si~P> C > S >Cl> N > O > F. In other words, the two bi-functional
are coordinated to Au through the P and S atoms but not N, since P and S are better soft donor than N [20].
Additionally, the gold is frequently defined as a soft metal and consequently, mightbe estimated to prefer soft
donor ligands for example S and C to the hard donor ligands such as those bonding throughN or O [21].
Consequently, it was usually supposed that Au (I) would not efficiently coordinate to a donor N atom [17-19].

3.3. Mulliken atomic charges
Only the main charges were considered, so the charges above the two nitrogen atoms, sulfur, carbon linked to the
sulfur and metallic atoms are given in Table 4.
Table 4. Calculated Mulliken atomic charges of 2MBI and 2MBI-Au by DFT . PBE/LANL2DZ.
2MBI
16 H 0.151
14 S -0.004
13 C -0.178
12 N -0.405
11 N -0.028

2MBI-Au
16 Au 0.068
14 S 0.038
13 C -0.058
12 N -0.411
11 N -0.059

The PBE/LANL2DZ method is used to estimate the Mulliken atomic charges for the organic molecule and the
complex. For the optimized molecule 2MBI, the sulfur atom carries a weak negative charge -0.004 and the two
nitrogen atoms carry the negative charges whose values are -0.028 for deprotonated nitrogen and -0.405 for
nitrogen bonded with hydrogen. These results show that sulfur and nitrogen atoms are sites, which can give
electrons to the substrate atom to donate a coordination type further reaction with these atoms that have free of
bond, and these can undergo doublet electrons. It was demonstrated that local electron densities are
indispensable in several chemical responses and physicochemical characteristics of compounds [22].Adsorption
of organic molecules can be explicated by the interaction of these molecules with metal atom.
For the calculated Mulliken atomic charges of complex 2MBI-Au, the charges distribution has changed
comparatively to that one of the molecule 2MBI. Therefore, we distinguished an increase of atomicchargeofthe
exocyclic sulfur,which becomes 0.038 instead of -0.004 after being linked to gold atom whose charge is positive
and equal to 0.068. It have been cited that in the formation process of SAM from thiols (i.e., R-SH), the
hydrogen atom is take away during SAM development, and a covalent sulfur-gold bond is created displaying
extremely small charge transfer between metal and sulfur [23].The nitrogen atoms charges decreased strongly for
deprotonated nitrogen whose value charge change into -0.059 and weakly for nitrogen bonded with hydrogen
whose charge value becomes -0.411 and this will be explained by attracter inductive effect for sulfur to
equilibrium the charge of gold. The molecule 2MBI is adsorbed to gold atom via sulfur through the thiol
tautomer.
Atomic charge of the sulfur for the 2MBI-Au is higher than the sulfur atom in the molecule 2MBI. This is due to
the aim to equilibrate charge between sulfur and gold in the complex 2MBI-Au.
Moreover, we distinguish that adsorption of organic molecule on metal atom change the charge distribution of
the organic molecule 2MBI.
3.4. HOMO, LUMO, Gap energy and dipole moment
The calculated quantum chemical parameters EHOMO, ELUMO, gap energy and total energy for the organic
molecule 2MBI, 2MBI with hydrogen atom removed denoted 2MBI., the complex 2MBI-Au, is presented in
Table 5.
The results obtained by PBE/LANLD2Z method show that the 2MBI. displays the higher value of HOMO
energy (EHOMO= -5.62581 eV) than that one of the molecule (EHOMO= -5.38029 eV). Additionally, the gap energy
of the 2MBI. (3.62654 eV) is lower than that of the molecule (3.94356 eV). These indicating the capacity of the
2MBI. to donate electrons to the convenient metal atom more than the molecule 2MBI.
The high EHOMO values show that the molecule has a trend to offer electrons to convenient acceptor with low
energy vacant molecular orbital. Increasing values of the E HOMO make easy adsorption by influencing the
transport process through the adsorbed film; low E LUMO energy indicates the capacity of the molecules to accept
electrons [23].
Low values of the energy band gap ΔE allows better adsorption and facilitate bond with metal atoms, for the
reason that the energy to extract an electron from the last occupied orbital will be low [25]. Cherry et al.[26]
have used the notion of LUMO-HOMO energy gap in developing theoretical models which is able to explicate
the structure and conformation barriers in various molecular systems [27] qualitatively. According to the results
of this study, the 2MBI. is more reactive than 2MBI, this is why we have chosen substitute directly hydrogen
atom of 2MBI by one atom of the gold. Additionally, the dipole moment μ of the 2MBI. is higher than that one
of the organic molecule 2MBI (table 5). This confirms that 2MBI is adsorbed under 2MBI with hydrogen atom
removed form and covalent bond is then formed [16].

Table 5. Calculated total energy, orbital energies EHOMO , ELUMO and gap energy ΔE for 2MBI, 2MBI. and 2MBI-Au.
2MBI and 2MBI-Au

EHOMO
(eV)

ELUMO
(eV)

Gap energy
ΔE (eV)

Total energy
(a.u.)

Total energy
(eV)

2MBI

-5.38029

-1.43705

3.94356

-389.44409

-10597.55271

-5.62581

1.99926

3.62654

-388.83676

-10581.02601

-3.77675

2.10839

-524.77041

-14280.00523

.

2MBI

2MBI-Au

-5.88514

Furthermore, increasing values of EHOMO and μ make possible adsorption by facilitate the transport process
through the adsorbent layer [28]. Nevertheless, the elevate component polarity (dipole moment equal to 2.3748
and 5.5144 for 2MBI and 2MBI., respectively) makes easy electrostatic interaction between the electric field due
to the metal charge and the electric moment of these compounds, and participates to their better adsorption
[29,30].
From table 5, we can seen that the replacement of hydrogen atom in 2MBI by gold, change the levels of energies
(HOMO, LUMO, gap energy) and the energy gap ΔE of the complex formed 2MBI-Ausmaller than the gap
energy of 2MBI. This offers this complex to react with the second functionality.
The forms HOMO and LUMO of the organic molecule 2MBI and complex under investigations are showing in
Fig.2
According to [32] it is recognized that the reactivity of a molecule depends on molecular orbital distribution.
HOMO is habitually related with the electron donate aptitude of a molecule, while LUMO shows its aptitude to
win electrons [32].It can be seen from Fig. 2(a) that the densities of both HOMO and LUMO of 2MBI molecule
are comparatively the same on the entire area of the molecule due to the distribution of π-electron cloud on the
molecule. The HOMO density is elevated in the region close to the imidazole ring and thiol group, which is
qualified to the existence of electron pairs in the N atoms of imidazole ring [32] and sulfur atom. Therefore, the
preferableactive centers for giving electrons in 2MBI are principally situated inside the regions approximately
nitrogen and sulfur atoms. The LUMO densities on the C–C area in 2MBI molecule are elevated, demonstrating
that the favored active centers for wining electrons are principally situated inside this area [32].
For the 2MBI-Au complex Fig. 2(b), the HOMO density is delocalized and essentially distributed on the
imidazole section and on the sulfur atom while the population of LUMO is localized on the gold atom and it is
obviously superior than that on the imidazole section and sulfur. It is rational to deduce that the sulfur in 2MBI
molecule acts as the principal site to offer electrons and generate the coordinated bond with unoccupied dorbital’s of the gold atom.

Fig. 3: Frontier molecular orbital diagrams of 2MBI and 2MBI-Au.
a-Orbital diagrams HOMO(𝛼) and LUMO(𝛼) of optimized 2MBI.
b-Orbital diagrams HOMO(𝛼) and LUMO(𝛼) of optimized 2MBI-Au.

From these figures, it can be concluded that the compound 2MBI is adsorbed on the gold via sulfur by using the
benzimidazole-thiol moiety, which contains the heteroatoms and aromatic rings. Moreover, the presence of metal
atoms affects significantly the molecular orbitals.
4. Conclusions
To summarize, the study of interaction of 2-Mercaptobenzimidazole and its adsorption on gold atom has
performed by means of Density Functional Theory Study (DFT). The quantum chemical parameters of 2MBI
and the complex 2MBI-Auhave been calculated. The considered quantum chemical parameters are: length's
bonds, angles bonds, optimization energy, binding energy, Mulliken atomic charges, E HOMO, ELUMO, ΔE =
ELUMO–EHOMO. The complexation of 2MBI with Au atom modifies the quantum chemical parameters. This study

reveals that gold bonds with 2MBI molecule via sulfur atom. In the future work, we will study the interaction of
2-Mercaptobenzimidazole and its adsorption on the cluster of gold and thin films of several metals.
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Abstract
A model is developed for equilibrium swelling by thermo- and pH-sensitive gels. Constitutive equations are
derived by means of the free energy imbalance inequality for an arbitrary three-dimensional deformation
with finite strains. Adjustable parameters are found by fitting observations on N-isopropylmethacrylamidesodium methacrylate and N-vinylcaprolactam-sodium itaconite copolymer gels under unconstrained
swelling. Quantitative agreement is demonstrated between the experimental data and results of
simulation.
1. Introduction
Hydrogels are three-dimensional networks of polymer chains connected by covalent bonds, physical crosslinks and hydrogen bonds. When a dry gel is immersed into a water bath, it swells retaining structural
integrity and ability to withstand large deformations. Stimuli-sensitive gels demonstrate substantial and
reversible changes in their degree of swelling in response to weak changes in temperature, pH, ionic
strength, and electric field [1,2]. Thermo- and pH-responsive hydrogels have recently become a focus of
attention as they demonstrate potential for ``smart" applications ranging from micro- and nano-carriers for
targeted delivery of drugs, peptides, and proteins to sensing systems for bio-analytes and carriers for
enzyme immobilization, to multifunctional soft actuators, to antimicrobial active packaging systems, to
devices for removal of organic dye contaminants from wasted water.
Thermo-sensitive gels form an important class of stimuli-responsive materials whose degree of swelling is
strongly affected by temperature. When these gels are immersed into an aqueous solution at temperature
T below some critical temperature T*, they swell noticeably. When temperature exceeds T*, most of the
water molecules are expelled. The temperature T* is referred to as the volume phase transition
temperature (VPTT).
Multistimuli-responsive gels (whose water uptake is affected by temperature and pH) are prepared by
incorporation of pH-sensitive moieties (anionic or cationic functional groups) into a thermo-responsive
network. Their thermal response is associated with hydrophilic-hydrophobic transformation of segments,
and their pH-sensitivity is attributed to ionization of functional groups, which induces electrostatic
repulsion of bound changes and growth of ionic pressure. Observations show that for a given pH, degree of
swelling Q decreases monotonically with temperature below an apparent VPTT T*app and becomes
unaffected by T above T*app. An increase in molar fraction ρ of ionic monomers (i) leads to a pronounced
increase in equilibrium degree of swelling Q at temperatures below T*app, (ii) induces shift of the apparent
VPTT T*app to higher values, (iii) causes noticeable changes in the shape of Q(T) diagrams below T* app , but
(iv) weakly affects degree of swelling at temperatures exceeding T* app .

The objective of this study is twofold: (i) to develop constitutive equations for multistimuli-responsive
anionic gels subjected to swelling, and (ii) to find material constants in these relations by fitting equilibrium
swelling curves under unconstrained water uptake.
2. Constitutive model
A gel is treated as an interpenetrating three-phase continuum composed of a solid phase (polymer
network), water, and solute (mobile ions). Transport of solvent and solutes through the network is modeled
as their diffusion affected by (i) the electric field formed by mobile and bound ions, (ii) dissociation of
functional groups, and (iii) self-ionization of water.
Macro-deformation of a gel coincides with that of the polymer network and obeys the molecular
incompressibility condition. The reference (stress-free) configuration of the network differs from its initial
configuration. Transition from the initial state into the reference state is driven by (i) hydrophilichydrophobic transformations of segments and (ii) ionization of functional groups attached to polymer
chains. The deformation gradient for elastic deformation Fe (which describes transformation of the
reference configuration into the actual configuration) is connected with the deformation gradient for
macro-deformation F by the multiplicative decomposition formula F=f1/3 Fe, where the coefficient of volume
expansion of polymer network f is treated as a linear function of degree of ionization of chains α and
concentration of hydrophilic segments ƞ.
The strain energy density of the polymer network is described by the neo-Hookean formula W=½ G [( Je1-3)ln Je3], G stands for shear modulus, and Je1, Je2, Je3 are the principal invariants of the Cauchy-Green tensors
for elastic deformation. More sophisticated expressions for W were developed in [3] and validated by
comparison with observations under multi-axial deformations in [4].
The specific energy of mixing of water molecules and segments of chains is determined by the FloryHuggins (FH) formula, where the FH parameter χ decreases linearly with concentration of hydrophilic
segments ƞ. The specific energy of mixing of mobile ions is described by the conventional formula for dilute
solutions. To calculate the specific energy of mixing of ionized and non-ionized functional groups, we
suppose that the number of sites (per chain) to be occupied by non-ionized and ionized functional groups
αmax is proportional to degree of swelling Q.
Governing equations for equilibrium unconstrained swelling of thermo- and pH-sensitive gels are derived in
[5]. They involve (i) an analog of the Henderson-Hasselbach (HH) equation for degree of ionization of
chains [6,7,8], (ii) an equation for volume fraction of H+ ions inside a gel (a consequence of the electroneutrality conditions and the Donnan equilibrium conditions), (iii) an equation for concentration of
hydrophilic segments ƞ [9,10] that accounts for the effect of ionization of chains on hydrophilichydrophobic transformation, (iv) an equation for equilibrium degree of swelling Q analogous to the balance
equation for osmotic pressure developed in [7].
3. Fitting of observations
We analyze equilibrium swelling of N-isopropylmethacrylamide-sodium methacrylate (NIPMA-SMA) [11]
and N-vinylcaprolactam-sodium itaconite (VCL-SI) [12] copolymer gels. Samples with various molar
fractions of ionic monomers ρ were prepared by cross-linking copolymerization in aqueous solutions. Water

uptake tests were performed at temperatures ranging from 20 to 80 °C in deionized water. Swelling
diagrams are depicted in Figure 1 which demonstrates quantitative agreement between the observations
and results of simulation.

Figure 1: Degree of swelling Q versus temperature T. Symbols: experimental data on NIPMA-SMA (A) and
VCL-SI (B) gels with molar fractions ρ of ionic monomers [11,12]. Solid lines: results of simulation.
The effect of temperature on degree of ionization of chains is illustrated in Figure 2, which reveals that α
reaches its ultimate value α=1 far below T*, decreases monotonically with temperature, and adopts small
values above VPTT.

Figure 2: Degree of ionization α versus temperature T. Symbols: results of simulation for NIPMA-SMA (A)
and VCL-SI (B) gels with molar fractions ρ of ionic monomers.
Figure 3 reveals that the FH parameter χ increases with temperature and approaches its ultimate value
χ*=½ at T>T*. At all temperatures, χ belongs to a narrow interval between -4 and ½. For VCL-SI gels, χ
decreases with ρ, whereas for NIPMA-SMA gels, it reveals a non-monotonic dependence in the interval of
temperatures between 15 and 45 °C.
4. Conclusions
A model is developed for the elastic response of a thermo- and pH-sensitive gel subjected to swelling.
Material constants are found by fitting observations on NIPMA-SMA and VCL-SI copolymer gels. It is

demonstrated that (i) the model ensures good agreement with observations, and (ii) adjustable parameters
change consistently with molar fraction of ionic monomers.

Figure 3: The FH parameter χ versus temperature T. Symbols: results of simulation for NIPMA-SMA (A) and
VCL-SI (B) gels with molar fractions ρ of ionic monomers.
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Introduction
Electrospinning is a simple and fast way to produce nano- and microfibers. By applying high voltage to a
droplet of solution or polymer melt, fibre mats can be produced(1). These mats are porous in the
micrometre domain, and have a high surface area to volume ratio(2).
Other materials with an even higher surface area to volume ratio are aerogels, which is highly porous with
pore sizes in the nanometre range. The high surface to volume ratio makes it a good agent for gas sensors
amongst other applications(3). The major drawback of these particles is their mechanical weakness(4). To
counteract their brittle nature, they can be embedded into a scaffold for some applications. The brittleness
can be drastically decreased by forming a particle/polymer composite, but the overall porosity of the
material should not be compromised.
The method of choice to retain the porosity of the material on different scales (micro and nano) can be
electrospinning. Aerogel and polymer can form a solution, and be processed into thin fibres. In this way, a
membrane porous both on the micro- and nano- scale can be produced.
In the presented study, solution electrospinning of silica aerogel-polymer blends into composite fibres has
been investigated, as a way to embed silica aerogel particles in a 3D mesh. The maximum polymer-silica
weight-ratio yielding stable fibres has been determined. The morphology of the spun fibres at different
weight ratios has been investigated, and the flowrate dependence of the fibre diameter was evaluated for
polymer solutions with high particle contents. The self-supporting abilities of these fibres are discussed.
Materials and methods
Polymer and silica aerogel particles were added into a beaker and gently mixed. Then ethanol, followed
by deionised water, was added under stirring. Solutions contained 1.5g polymer, 30ml ethanol and 30ml
demineralised water and a varying amount of silica aerogel.
Electrospinning was performed on an electrospinning setup from Y-Flow. The relative humidity of the
electrospinning encasing was kept at 20%. The needle collector distance was kept at a constant 15cm.
Voltage on the needle was 9kV, and the flowrate was between 0.25ml h-1 to 2.0ml h-1. After
electrospinning, the produced samples were characterised with optical microscopy and scanning electron
microscopy(SEM).

Results and Discussion
Six solutions were created. Their
a
b
weight ratios (w/w) between
polymer and silica aerogel
particles were 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:6,
1:8 and 1:9.
The fibres spun from solutions
with w/w 1:1 to 1:6 all have a
pearl-chain shape, where a
particle was located in the fibre,
with some distance of thin
polymer fibre in between the
Figure 1 – Microscopy images fibres spun form solutions with polymer/silica
separated particles. The length of
aerogel w/w a) 1:1 and b) 1:8.
polymer fibre between the
particles tends to drop with
increased particle concentration in the spinning solution
The fibre morphology changes drastically from between solutions with w/w 1:6 and 1:8. By
electrospinning the later, fibres containing closely packed particles are formed. This change can be
attributed to a very low amount of polymer available to form fibres. Instead, the silica aerogel particles
touch each other, and pack the particles closely in the fibre. Images of fibres spun from solution with
w/w 1:1 and 1:8 can be seen in figure 1.
Even though particles are more dominant or equal by weight in all solutions, the polymer fibre is still the
dominant species. This is due to the relatively low amount of polymer used to create a thin fibre, with
diameters in the nanometre range. The particles, on the other hand, are spherical and generally have a
much larger diameter than the fibres. For solutions with w/w 1:8, the amount of particles becomes too
high that fibres between the particles can be formed. Instead, the polymer glues the silica aerogel particles
together.
These close packed fibres were analysed with SEM to obtain more detailed information on the fibre
morphology. Solution 5 fibres were spun at flow rates ranging from 0.25 ml/min to 2 ml/min. With
increased flowrates, the average fibre diameter increased from 13 um to 41 um. These fibres are presented
in figure 2. The increase in diameter with flowrate corresponds with the general electrospinning theory of
polymer solutions(5).
When the solutions were spun for a longer time period, fibre mats were formed. By spinning a 1:8 w/w
solution onto a line over a prolonged
period of time, a 3D structure was a
b
formed. This structure was strong
enough to sustain its own weight. The
Figure 2 - SEM images of fibres spun from a solution with polumer/silica
obtained structure represents an aerogel w/w 1:8 and flowrate a) 0.25 ml/h and b) 2 ml/h. All images are
enhancement of the mechanical 200 um x 200 um.
properties of silica aerogel particles,
through embedding them into a fibre
matrix. Hence, the method has proven
to embed silica aerogel particles into a
solid polymer fibre matrix, able to
support itself. The self-supporting
particle/polymer fibres are presented in
figure 4. The self-supporting fibres
have been electrospun with a line needle movement of 10 mm/s, and a flowrate of 2 ml/h.

Electrospinning of solutions with w/w 1:9 did not produce stable fibres. Instead, a polymer/particle
powder was obtained. The particle concentration was too high for the polymer to hold the silica aerogel
particles together, and was therefore not forming stable fibres.
Conclusion
Polymer/silica aerogel particle composite fibres have been produced with polymer/particle weight ratios
from 1:1 to 1:8. Above this limit, no stable fibres were obtained. Fibres spun from solutions with w/w
between 1:1 and 1:6 had a structure of single aerogel particles with polymer fibres in between.
Fibres spun with w/w 1:8 formed a fibre with closely packed aerogel particles. The general trend
observed was that the fibre diameter increased with flowrate. Furthermore electrospinning of a solution
with w/w 1:9 was attempted. This did not produce stable fibres, implying that the amount high amount of
particles could not be hold together by the polymer.
1.
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Abstract
We discuss an extension of the Hamilton-Jacobi theory to nonholonomic mechanics with a
particular interest in its application to exactly integrating the equations of motion. The major
advantage of our result is that it provides us with a method of integrating the equations of
motion just as the unconstrained Hamilton-Jacobi theory does.
1. Introduction
Nonholonomic mechanics describes the motion of systems whose restrictions on velocities do
not arise from the constraints on the configuration space. The construction of Hamilton-Jacobi
partial differential equations (HJPDEs) for nonholonomic constrained systems is of prime
importance:The Hamilton-Jacobi theory provides a bridge between classical and quantum
mechanics; it implies that quantum mechanics should reduce to classical mechanics in the limit
h → 0 . The Hamilton-Jacobi method is an alternative approach for solving problems of singular
systems in the same manner as for regular systems.
2. Hamilton-Jacobi Treatment
A nonholonomic mechanical system is given by a Lagrangian function:

L = L(qi , q&i , t )

i=1,2,…,n

(1)

subject to a family of m nonholonomic constraint functions:

fα ( qi , q&i ) = 0

α = 1,2,..., m

(2)

We assume that the constraints fα ( qi , q&i ) are linear in the velocities.
The equations of motion for a mechanical system with Lagrangian (1) and constraints (2) are
given by the Lagrange-d'Alembert principle as:
∂f
d  ∂L  ∂L

 −
= λα α
dt  ∂q&i  ∂qi
∂q&i

(3)

The usual Hamiltonian H(q,p) for any dynamical system is given by

H ( qi , pi , t ) = pi q&i − L( qi , q&i , t )

(4)

The equations of motion followed by this Hamiltonian are obtained as:
q&i =

∂H
∂pi

p&i = −

∂H
∂f
+ λα α
∂qi
∂qi

(5)

The standard formulation of the Hamilton–Jacobi problem for a Hamiltonian system is based
on the generating function S(q,t):
∂S
+ H ( qi , pi , t ) = 0
∂t

(6)

Assume that there exists a solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation of the form

S = S ( q1 , q2 ,...q n ; α 1 , α 2 ,..., α n , t )

1
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(7)

Making use of Canonical transformations, we can set:
∂S
= βi
∂α i

(8)

Next, Separation of variables for S may be obtained as:
(9)

S ( q1 , q2 ,...qn ; α1 , α 2 ,..., α n , t ) = S1 ( q1 , α1 ) + S 2 ( q2 , α 2 ) + ... + S n ( qn , α n )

After obtaining S, the Hamiltonian is obtained as:
H =−

∂S
∂t

(10)

The Hamilton's equations of motion are given by:
q&i =

∂H
∂p i

p&i = −

∂H
∂f
+ λα α
∂qi
∂q&i

(11)

Its worth to mention that the advantage of this method is that, in spite of the difficulties to solve
a partial differential equation instead of an ordinary differential one, in many cases it works,
being an extremely useful tool, indeed, in these cases the method provides an immediate way to
integrate the equations of motion.
3. Illustrative Example
Consider the Lagrangian
L=

1 2
( x& + y&2 + z&2 )
2

(12)

subject to nonholonomic constraint:
f = z&− xy&

(13)

The Lagrange-d'Alembert equations of motion:
d  ∂L  ∂L
∂f

 −
=λ
dt  ∂q&i  ∂qi
∂q&i

(14)

gives

&
x&= 0

&
z&= λ

&
y&= −λx

(15)

Now we can solve for x (t ), y (t ), z (t ) as follows:

)

(

z = α3 1 + x2 + β3

y = α 2 Ln x + 1 + x 2 + β 2

x = α1t + β1

(16)

The Hamilton-Jacobi formalism of the above equations can be obtained as:
β1 = x − α 1t =

∂S1
∂α 1

(

)

β 2 = y − α 2 Ln x + 1 + x 2 =

∂S 2
∂α 2

β3 = z − α 3 1 + x 2 =

∂S 3
∂α 3

(17)

Solving equations simultaneously, we obtain:

(

)

1
1
1
S ( x, y , z, α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , t ) = α 1 x + α 2 y + α 3 z − α 12 t − α 22 Ln x + 1 + x 2 − α 32 1 + x 2
2
2
2

(18)

The generalized momenta are:
px =

∂S
α2
= α1 − 2
∂x
2

1
1+ x

2

−

α 32
2

x
1+ x

2

py =

∂S
= α2
∂y

pz =

∂S
= α3
∂z

(19)

These can be inverted as:
α1 = p x +

α 22
2

1
1+ x

2

+

α 32
x
2 1 + x2

α2 = py

α 3 = pz

With these results the Hamilton-Jacobi function becomes:

(20)

∂S 1 2
= α1
∂t 2

H =−

(21)

Inserting the value of α1 :
p 2y + xp z2 
1
 px +

2 
2 1 + x 2 

H =

2

(22)

The generalized equations of motion:
x&=

p y2 + xp z2 
∂H 
=  px +

∂p x 
2 1 + x 2 

y&=

p 2 + xp z2   p y
∂H 
=  px + y
 
∂p y 
2 1 + x 2   1 + x 2

z&=

p 2y + xp z2  xp z
∂H 
=  px +

∂p z 
2 1 + x 2  1 + x 2

∂H
∂f
+λ
∂x
∂x&

p&x = −

(23)

p&y = −






(24)






(25)

∂H
∂f
+λ
∂y
∂y&

p&z = −

∂H
∂f
+λ
∂z
∂z&

(26)

After Simplifications:
1

x&= α1

y&=

p&x = 0

p&y = −λx

1+ x

2

z&=

x
1 + x2

p&z = λ

(27)
(28)

In comparison, we see that these equations are equivalent to those obtained by the Lagranged’Alembert principle.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, using the Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) scheme, we have formulated the problem of
nonholonomic constrained system building on the work suggested by me and others with a
particular interest in the application to exactly integrating of the equations of motion. In
particular we formulated the theorem so that the technique of separation of variables applied as
in the unconstrained theory.
We illustrated how this procedure works for the free particle motion and we show that the
equations of motion that obtained by the Hamilton-Jacobi methods are equivalent to those
obtained by the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle.
An important aspect of the theory of nonholonomic constraints is its relation with quantum
mechanics. We expect that the overall results obtained in this work will provide the
groundwork for quantizing nonholonomic systems. Thus, any discussion in this direction in the
future should take this into account.
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Abstract:
This paper investigates the effect of C5H11NO2S (Methionine) on steel-reinforcement corrosion in concrete immersed in 0.5 M H2SO4, simulating industrial/microbial environment. For this, corrosion rate test-data were obtained by linear polarization resistance instrument from duplicates of steel-reinforced concrete samples immersed in the corrosive medium for 84 days experimental period and the obtained test data subjected to statistical distribution analyses as per ASTM G16-95 R04. While the analyzed results showed that there was no statistically significant difference from test-data obtained between the duplicated concrete samples, the different admixtures of C5H11NO2S employed in the study reduced corrosion rate in their admixed concrete compared to the
control specimen without admixture. By this, 0.25% C5H11NO2S admixture (per weight of concrete mixing cement) exhibited optimal inhibition efficiency of 87.95±7.64% on the corrosion of reinforcing steel embedment in
the concrete immersed in the industrial/microbial simulating environment.
Keywords: Methionine admixture, steel-rebar corrosion, industrial/microbial simulating-environment, statistical
tests of significance, corrosion inhibition efficiency.
1. Introduction
Steel-reinforcement corrosion is a major deterioration problem affecting structural strength and service-life durability of steel-reinforced concrete material and for which safety risks, induced repairs and maintenance for
averting in-service failure of structural members generate cost-intensive economic and social impacts globally
[1-8]. The use of corrosion inhibitor admixture in concrete has been identified as an easily applicable, economical and highly effective approach for protecting concrete steel-reinforcement (steel-rebar) from corrosion degradation and for attaining durability of steel-reinforced concrete [1-2,9-11]. This constitutes research needs on the
effectiveness of materials that could be used for inhibiting reinforcing steel corrosion in concrete developed for
aggressive service-environments, especially that involving acidic sulphate medium usually prevalent in industrial
(acid rain) or microbial (biogenic sulphate oxidizing) environments [12-14].
Motivation for this study had been especially drawn from the consideration that C5H11NO2S (Methionine) has
been noted to be effective at inhibiting corrosion of iron, the highest elemental composition in reinforcing steel,
in acidic environment [15]. However, there is dearth of study in which C5H11NO2S has been employed as admixture for inhibiting steel-rebar corrosion in physically cast concrete immersed in acidic sulphate medium, i.e. industrial/microbial environment. In this paper, therefore, the effect of C5H11NO2S (Methionine) on the corrosion
inhibition of steel-reinforcement in concrete immersed in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium, an environment that had also
been employed for simulating industrial/microbial environment in studies [10,14,16-17], was investigated.
2. Experimental
The 12 mm diameter reinforcing steel employed in this study was cut into 190 mm rods of specimen for each of
which surface preparation was done as prescribed by ASTM G109-99a [18] and described in [4,14]. The samples
of steel-reinforced concrete used for the study were cast according to standard procedure prescribed in ASTM
C192/192M-02 [19] and that had been described in reported works [4,13]. As per [19], C5H11NO2S concentrations for the study were admixed in duplicates [20-21] to the samples, during casting. The C5H11NO2S admixed
concentrations in the samples were varied from 0% (for the blank samples) in increment of 0.083% up to 0.417%
i.e. wt% of the cement employed for casting each concrete paste. These totaled 12 steel-reinforced concrete samples for the study. 150 mm length of the reinforcing steel was centrally placed in each of the freshly cast concrete
samples with the remaining 40 mm covered with self-adhesive tape [22] and bolted at one end for electrochemical connection.
Each 100 mm × 100 mm × 200 mm steel-reinforced concrete sample was immersed lengthwise in bowls containing the 0.5 M H2SO4 test-medium, the industrial/microbial simulating-environment. From this, corrosion rate,
CR, measurements were obtained using 3-electrode, Model MS1500, LPR Data Logger (Metal Samples®) [2324] in seven days interval for 84 days, which gave 13 data points of corrosion rate measurement for each sample.
As prescribed by ASTM G16-95 R04 [25], the measured test-data were subjected to the statistical analyses of the
Normal and Weibull distribution fittings using Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit statistics for ascertaining

the distribution function that describes the electrochemical test-data better than the other [14,23-24,26]. Also,
significance of corrosion rate differences between duplicates of concrete samples having similar concentration of
C5H11NO2S admixture was tested by the student’s t-test statistics both at equal variance, homoscedastic, and at
unequal variance, heteroscedastic, assumptions [13,20]. Based on these, corrosion inhibition efficiency, η, by the
different concentrations of C5H11NO2S admixtures employed in the study was modeled from [3,23]:

h=

CRblank sample - CRadmixed sample
CRblank sample

´ 100

(1)

3. Results and discussion
Results of the statistical models of mean corrosion rate by the Normal and the Weibull distributions for each
sample of steel-reinforced concrete are presented in Fig. 1(a). Also, the p-values from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
goodness-of-fit analyses of test-data scatter like the Normal and the Weibull distributions were plotted for each
sample, with linear plot for indicating threshold of significance, in Fig. 1(b).

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Statistical distribution analyses of corrosion rate (a) mean corrosion rate models (b) goodness-of-fit models
In Fig. 1(a), although the Normal mean model of corrosion rate patterned like the Weibull model for most steelreinforced concrete samples, these distribution models over-predicted one another for some samples. In the plot
also, it could be noted that samples with the same C5H11NO2S concentrations exhibited instances of discrepancies in the modeled corrosion rate between the duplicate samples. While the observed over-prediction by the
statistical distribution models could lead to controversy on which of the distributions to employ for describing
the corrosion rate data, this was addressed from the consideration that up to seven samples have their corrosion
rate dataset not scattering like the Normal distribution in Fig. 1(b). Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-value is < 0.05 for
these samples. In contrast, all the corrosion rate dataset of steel-reinforced concrete samples in the study followed the Weibull distribution, p-value > 0.05, according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test. This
supports the use of the Weibull distribution model as the descriptive statistics for detailing C5H11NO2S effect on
concrete steel-reinforcement corrosion in the test-environment.
The instances of discrepancies observed from the corrosion rate models of samples having similar concentration
of C5H11NO2S admixture was addressed from the student’s t-test of significance of differences between each of
the duplicate samples in the study. The results for this are shown in Fig. 2(a), also with linear plot for indicating
threshold of significance. The plot showed that the student’s t-test p-value > 0.05 for all the concentrations of
C5H11NO2S admixture considered in the study. From this, it could not be rejected that the discrepancies of corrosion rate test-results encountered between the duplicates of steel-reinforced concrete samples are only due to
chance but they are not significant.
Based on the foregoing, the Weibull distribution analyses of corrosion rate was used for modeling inhibition
efficiency, averaged over each duplicates of steel-reinforced concrete with the same C5H11NO2S admixture concentration. The results for this model are presented in Fig. 2(b), in ranking order of C5H11NO2S performance at
inhibiting steel-reinforcement corrosion in the 0.5 M H2SO4 medium. This ranking order showed that while the

other C5H11NO2S admixtures employed in the study inhibited steel-reinforcement corrosion in the medium, the
0.25% C5H11NO2S exhibited optimal inhibition effect of η = 87.95±7.64 on reinforcing steel corrosion in the
industrial/microbial simulating environment studied. This inhibition efficiency model find comparisons with
results obtained in reported study by other researchers in acid rain (industrial simulating medium containing sulphuric acid) environment [27] in which inhibition efficiency as high as 80% was obtained through use of sodium
molybdate and sodium nitrite as inhibitors. Also, application of the corrosion inhibition efficiency obtained in
this study to the efficiency model [4,24] of Coffey et al [28] indicates that the 0.25% C5H11NO2S exhibited performance that interprets to “very good” model efficiency on the inhibition of steel-reinforcement corrosion in the
studied medium. These results engender support for the use of C5H11NO2S (Methionine) as inhibitors of steelreinforcement corrosion in concrete designed for the industrial/microbial environment.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Other analyses of C5H11NO2S effect on the corrosion of concrete reinforcing steel (a) student’s t-test model
results (b) corrosion inhibition efficiency model
4. Conclusion
It could be concluded from this study that the admixture of C5H11NO2S (Methionine) in steel-reinforced concrete
exhibited potency at reducing corrosion rate of reinforcing steel in concrete immersed in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium,
simulating industrial/microbial environment. While other concentrations of C5H11NO2S employed in the study
also inhibited steel-reinforcement corrosion, it was established in the study that 0.25% C5H11NO2S, (per weight
of concrete mixing cement) exhibited optimal inhibition efficiency of η = 87.95±7.64 on the corrosion of reinforcing steel embedment in concrete immersed in the studied acidic sulphate environment.
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Abstract:
Biochemical characterization of inorganic and organic constituents of the leaf of Cymbopogon citratus was investigated in this paper. For this, methods of atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR) and phytochemical screening analyses were employed. Results showed that the leaf of
Cymbopogon citratus exhibited inorganic constituents including iron, Fe = 4,641.025 µg/g, manganese, Mn =
849.5069 µg/g, copper, Cu = 171.045 µg/g, lead, Pb = 13.2938 µg/g, nickel, Ni = 11.5187 µg/g, cadmium, Cd =
4.9310 µg/g, and chromium, Cr = 0.0 µg/g, from the AAS method. The FT-IR detailing indicates organic constituents from Cymbopogon citratus leaf-extract includes S-, N-, O- containing heteroatoms and aromatic compounds that are rich in π-electrons and which are known to exhibit coordinate affinity with the iron-containing
reinforcing steel metal. Phytochemical screening analyses of Cymbopogon citratus leaf-extract showed it is constituted of tannins, phlobatannins, saponins, glycosides, flavonoids, steroids and terpenoids. Further tests on corrosion protection ability showed that this natural plant reduced total corrosion, analyzed as per ASTM G109-99a,
in steel-reinforced concrete samples immersed in 0.5 M H2SO4 environment. These suggests implications of positive prospects of Cymbopogon citratus as an environmentally-friendly inhibitor of reinforcing steel corrosion in
concretes having acidic medium as service-environment.
Keywords: Cymbopogon citratus, environmentally-friendly natural plant material, reinforcing steel in concrete,
total-corrosion analyses, inorganic and organic characterization, phytochemical screening, H2SO4 environment.
1. Introduction
Among the different methods for mitigating corrosion risks in steel-reinforced concrete, corrosion inhibitor usage is a less costly and easily applicable method compared to the others [1-6]. However, due to the toxicity of
traditional inhibitors [7-10], researchers are turning to extracts from natural plant sources that abounds with biologically safe organic constituents that are also known to inhibit reinforcing steel corrosion in aggressive environments [4,8,11-13]. While synthetic chemical inhibitors could be lethal to living organisms, by disrupting biochemical process and inducing malfunctioning or damage of internal organs, chemicals and phyto-constituents
from natural plants are potent with eco-friendly electron donors that also inhibit the corrosion process [7,11,14].
But for use as corrosion inhibitor, constituents from natural plant need to be extracted and characterized for understanding the biochemical ligands that are produced by the plant [11,15]. Such extract also need to be tested in
corrosive system for assessing effectiveness at mitigating metallic corrosion in specified environment [15-16].
Cymbopogon citratus, lemongrass, is a perennial, aromatic plant that is indigenous to tropical areas of the world
including Africa, Asia, Central and South America, where the fresh and dried leaves are used for medicinal purposes and as ingredients in food [17-20]. According to literature, leaf-extract of Cymbopogon citratus is not toxic [17,21], rather infusions, decoctions and essential oils from the plant exhibit health benefits including positive
bioactivities of antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, anti-carcinogenic, antihypertensive, anti-diabetic, anti-mutagenic
and antimicrobial properties [21-23]. While studies had deliberated on the chemical constituents of this natural
plant, indication from literature include the fact that such constituents could vary according to the geographical
origin of the plant such that needs for bio-constituents of different extract are still required [17,20]. These constitute motivation for this study, especially on the basis that there is dearth of study in which characterization by the
use of Fourier transform infrared, FT-IR, spectroscopy techniques has been detailed for Cymbopogon citratus.
Also, the phytochemical and inorganic characterization of the plant from our study location could find comparison with that from other regions even as no study has detailed the composition of Cymbopogon citratus with
respect to its prospect on corrosion-protection of steel-reinforcement in concrete. Thus, this study deliberates on
the biochemical characterization of the inorganic and organic constituents of Cymbopogon citratus leaf and the
prospects of the constituents on the corrosion protection of concrete steel-reinforcement in aggressive medium.

2. Experimental
Leaves of Cymbopogon citratus (C. citratus) Poaceae were collected fresh at Idiroko Road, Canaanland, Ota,
Ogun State, Nigeria. The leaves were identified at the Forestry Herbarium Ibadan (FHI), Nigeria and a sample
was deposited there with the voucher FHI. No. 109497. The leaves of C. citratus for this study were dried under
cover in a well aerated room maintained at 20 °C by a 5 ton air-conditioning system.
Study of inorganic (heavy metal) constituent using the AAS (Atomic Absorption Spectrometer) technique followed the procedure that had been detailed in [15]. This was initiated by ashing some dried and pulverised leaves
of C. citratus in a muffle furnace maintained for 2 hrs at 500°C. The ash content obtained by this = 6.3989%.
From the ashed material, 0.25 g was soaked overnight in 5 ml of 1:1 nitric-perchloric acid mixture. This was
then heated at 150 °C for 1 hr in a reflux condenser before raising the temperature gradually to 235 °C by heating and the heating then maintained for another 2 hr for the occurrence of dense fume. The test-material was then
removed from the heating block, cooled to 100 °C before the addition of 1:1 HCl, and which was followed by
heating to white fumes until the resultant solution obtained was colourless. The colourless solution was then
poured into 100 ml flask and washed with water for five times, at which the washing was added to the flask each
of the time. The volume was then made up to the 100 ml mark of the flask with water. Then, the obtained solution was filtered and the filtrate from this was taken to the Hollow Cathode Lamps equipped Model S Series, AA
Spectrometer from Thermo Electron Corporation®.
Two methods were employed for the characterization of organic constituent, which was initiated by obtaining
leaf-extract of C. citratus, using procedure that had been detailed in studies [13,24]. The first method, the FT-IR
analyses, includes smearing of C. citratus leaf-extract between a pair of mounting discs that was then mounted
onto the FT-IR instrument of the Perkin-Elmer FT-IR System, Spectrum BX.
The second method for organic constituent characterization employs phytochemical screening methods using the
procedures prescribed in [25] and detailed in [15]. For this, 2 g of C. citratus leaf-extract was added to 20 ml of
distilled water for making test sample that was then subjected to the phytochemical test-procedures detailed in
[15] for the tests for tannins, phlobatannins, saponins, flavonoids, steroids, terpenoids, glycosides and alkaloids.
3. Results and discussion
Results of the AAS analyses for heavy metals are as shown in Table 1. This showed that the tested plant was rich
in iron micronutrient and low in other heavy metals, which indicates that the growth environment of the studied
C. citratus was not toxic with other heavy metals that could have resulted in the deficiency of Fe [15,26].
Table 1. AAS Test-results of inorganic constituents from C. citratus
Inorganic Constituent
Iron
Manganese Copper
Lead
(Fe)
(Mn)
(Cu)
(Pb)
Concentration (µg/g) 4641.025
849.5069
171.045 13.2938

Nickel
(Ni)
11.5187

Cadmium
(Cd)
4.9310

Chromium
(Cr)
-

Results of the organic constituent characterisation of C. citratus are presented in Fig. 1, for the FT-IR spectra,
and in Table 2, for the phytochemical screening analyses. Fig. 1 showed that the extract exhibited overlaps of
many organic heteroatoms. Notable from the figure include the free O–H stretching vibration of hydroxyl group
absorbed at 3731.85 cm–1, a high frequency that, according to [27] suggests characterization of phenol antioxidants class of compounds that could be found in food. This exhibits fingerprint of phenol (a hydroxyl group
bonded to an aromatic hydrocarbon group) or tertiary alcohol O–H in-plane bending vibration at 1405.25 cm–1.
Another fingerprint for this group includes the C–O stretching bands at 1155.95 cm–1, suggesting tertiary alcohol, and at 1039.63 cm–1. The 3355.00 cm–1 exhibited potencies of overlaps of N–H stretch of the secondary
amine group, having fingerprint of NH2 scissoring at 1567.82 cm–1 and N–H wagging at 854.40 cm–1 and 709.25
cm–1, and/or of carboxylic acid due to the additional O–H stretch at 2929.68 cm–1 and C=O at 1702.35 cm–1. This
carboxylic acid group suggestion followed from the overlapping of the group’s fingerprints in the spectra including the in-plane bending of C–O–H at 1405.25 cm–1 and the O–H out-of-plane bending at 924.74 cm–1. In the
same light, the absorption at 709.25 cm–1 could also include C–Cl stretch of chloro halogenated organic compounds, just as the 1039.63 cm–1 could also represent weakened frequency, due to electron extraction, of the C=S
thiocarbonyl while the absorption at 2351.10 cm–1 could be weakened frequency of the S–H thiols.
Phytochemical screening analyses of C. citratus leaf-extract showed that it contains seven out of the eight phytoconstituents tested; only alkaloids was not identified as been present in the extract. These phytochemical testresults find agreements with that from [17] wherein it was confirmed that C. citratus contained tannins, saponins,
flavonoids and steroids. That study did not test for phlobatannins, glycosides and terpenoids although alkaloids
was found to be present in C. citratus in that study but not observed by the phytochemical test in this study.

Fig. 1. FT-IR spectra of the leaf extract of C. citratus
Table 2. Phytochemical constituent of C. citratus*
Tannins Phlobatannins
Saponins
Glycosides
+
+
+
+
* Present ≡ +; Absent ≡ –

Flavonoids
+

Steroids
+

Terpenoids
+

Alkaloids
–

It is worth noting that plant extract with FT-IR spectra and phytochemical test-results finding similarity with that
obtained in this study had been employed in other studies for inhibiting steel corrosion in aggressive media
[13,24,28-29]. Among these, the plant extract in [24,28] inhibited steel corrosion in 0.5 M H2SO4. Also, the report in [28] showed that ligands with aromatic, lone pairs and π electron donors exhibited affinity for carbon
steel. In that study in [28], the ligands were characterized from the protective film on the carbon steel metal. For
this reason, 1.667 g/L (of concrete mixing water) C. citratus and 6.667 g/L C. citratus leaf-extract were admixed
in steel-reinforced concrete specimens immersed in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium. From these, as well as from blank
sample of similarly cast steel-reinforced concrete but with 0 g/L C. citratus leaf-extract (i.e. blank or control
sample), corrosion current was measured at interval for 82 days experimental period and analyzed as per ASTM
G109-99a [30-31]. The analyzed results of this experimentation are as plotted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Total corrosion effects of C. citratus leaf-extract admixture on steel-reinforced concrete in aggressive medium
This showed that admixtures of C. citratus in concrete reduced total corrosion of the embedded steelreinforcement in the 0.5 M H2SO4-immersed concrete, relative to the blank specimen of steel-reinforced concrete
in the aggressive environment. These bare implications of positive prospects on the suitability of C. citratus leaf-

extract as an environmentally-friendly admixture in concrete for the corrosion protection of reinforcing steel in
concrete designed for aggressive service-environment.
4. Conclusion
It is established in this study that the leaf of C. citratus contains non-toxic levels of inorganic (heavy metal) micronutrients. Also, FT-IR characterization of C. citratus leaf-extract indicates the plant is potent with S-, N-, Ocontaining heteroatoms and aromatic compounds that are rich in lone pairs and π-electrons, which are known to
exhibit coordinate affinity with steel metal used for concrete reinforcement. Phytochemical screening tests also
indicate presence of phyto-constituents that could enhance steel-rebar corrosion-protection in aggressive environment. Test of this notion of corrosion-protection ability in the study also exhibited confirmations that concentrations of C. citratus leaf-extract admixture reduced total corrosion, relative to blank specimen without admixture, in steel-reinforced concretes immersed in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium. Therefore, it could be concluded from the
study that C. citratus exhibited positive prospects for environmentally-friendly corrosion protection of concrete
steel-reinforcement in aggressive environment.
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Abstract: Solar collectors are particular kind of
heat exchangers that transform solar radiation
energy into internal energy of the transport
medium. One of the most effective methods is
replacing the working fluid (water, ethylene
glycol, engine oil…) by developing a new class
of fluids with a higher thermal conductivity for
thermal systems. In the present work the effect
of Al2O3-water, as working fluid, on the
efficiency of a flat plate solar collector is
investigated experimentally. The mass flow rate
of nanofluid is 150 Lit/h. The volume fraction
of the nanoparticles is 0.2 %, 0.4 % and 0.8 %
respectively. The results reveal the impact and
importance of each of these parameters.
Experimental results reveal that utilizing the
nanofluid increases the collector efficiency in
comparison to water as an absorbing medium.
Keywords: nanofluid, flat-plate solar collector,
efficiency.
1. Introduction
Solar energy has the greatest potential of all the
sources of renewable energy when other
sources in the country have depleted. Solar
collector as a solar energy recovery device
recovers the energy of sun and converts it to
heat. It is also used in different applications
including solar electricity, air conditioning,
cooker and water heater [1]. Various types of
solar collectors are available, but most
productive and commonly used is flat plate
solar collector. It is cheaper and based on
simpler technology, but it has comparatively
low efficiency and outlet temperatures [2].
Using the flat plate solar collectors in
applications has been subjected to a lot of
studies [3-7]. Some conventional modifications
are used (the size optimization, the glazing
materials changing... etc.) to improve the

collector’s efficiency. But these methods are
often inconvenient.
The novel approach is to introduce the
nanofluids instead of conventional heat transfer
fluids (like water, engine oil, ethylene glycol
…). The poor heat transfer properties of these
conventional fluids compared to most solids are
the primary obstacle to the high compactness
and effectiveness of the system. The essential
initiative is to seek the solid particles having
thermal conductivity of several hundred times
higher than those of conventional fluids.
Applying
nanotechnology
to
thermal
engineering, the new concept of ‘nanofluid’
which was coined by Choi in 1995 [8] has been
proposed to meet cooling challenges.
Nanofluids are suspensions of metallic or
nonmetallic nanoparticles (<100 nm) in a base
fluid. Nanofluids represent improved stability
compared with conventional fluids added with
micrometer- or millimeter-sized solid particles
because of size effect and Brownian motion of
the nanoparticles in liquids. With such ultrafine
nanoparticles, nanofluids can flow smoothly in
a microchannel without clogging and the size of
the heat transfer system can be reduced for the
use of nanofluids with high heat transfer
efficiency [9]. Xie et al. [10] prepared nonoxide ceramic (SiC) nanofluid with particle size
ranging between 26 and 600 nm, whereas Xie et
al. [11] produced Al2O3 nanofluid with particle
size ranging from 1.2 to 302 nm. High
enhancement in the thermal conductivity was
observed in addition to the effect of particle
size. Hrishikesh et al. [12] obtained for thermal
conductivity of nanofluids with variation in
nanoparticle material (Al2O3, CuO, Cu, Al),
base liquid (transformer oil, ethylene glycol,
water) particle size (11, 31, 45, 80, 150 nm),
particle volume fraction (0.5, 1, 2, 3%) and
suspension temperature (20, 30, 40, 50oC)
experimentally. It was also observed that the

thermal
conductivity
of
nanoparticle
suspensions is relatively higher at lower volume
fractions, thereby giving a non-linear
dependence on the particle volume fraction.
Kang et al. [13] reported a 75% thermal
conductivity enhancement for ethylene glycol
with 1.2% (v/v) diamond nanoparticles between
30 and 50nm in diameter. Nanofluids
thermophysical properties were investigated by
several studies on thermal conductivity and
convective heat transfer coefficient for different
materials
and
particle
size
[14-16].
Duangthongsuk et al. [17] experimentally
examined the temperature-dependent thermal
conductivity and viscosity of TiO2/water
nanofluids with volume concentrations between
0.2 and 2.0%. The data were collected for
temperatures ranging from 15 oC to 35 oC. The
results showed that the relative thermal
conductivity of nanofluids increased with
increasing particle volume concentration and
slightly decreased with increasing temperature.
So far, there are many other publications
reporting on the enhanced thermal conductivity
of different nanofluids as the working fluid
under different conditions for the solar
collectors recently. [18-20]. Yousefi et al. [21]
investigated the effect of Al2O3-water nanofluid
on the efficiency of flat plate solar collector and
reported 28.3% enhancement for 0.2 wt%. Also
the same researchers [22-23] reported the effect
of MWCNT-H2O as an absorbing medium on
the efficiency and the effect of pH variation
experimentally for 0.4 wt%. Results showed
35% enhancement in the collector efficiency for
0.4 wt%. Otanicar et al. [24] studied
experimentally the effects of different
nanofluids (carbon nanotubes, graphite and
silver) on the performance of a micro scale
direct absorption solar collector (DASC). They
demonstrated efficiency improvements of up to
5% in solar thermal collectors by utilizing
nanofluids as the absorption mechanism. The
effects of using CuO-water nanofluid as the
absorbing medium on the flat-plate solar
collector efficiency were studied experimentally
by Moghadam et al.[25]. The results
demonstrated that using CuO–H2O nanofluid
increases the solar collector efficiency in
comparison with that of water by 16.7%.
Based on the previous study, the aim of this
current experimental work is to investigate the
effect of Al2O3-water, as working fluid, on the
efficiency of a flat plate solar collector for 0.2

%, 0.4 % and 0.8 % volume fractions
respectively.
2. Experimental apparatus and description
2.1. Preparation of nanofluids
Adding nanoparticles into base fluid is an
important process requiring special attention.
The prepared nanofluid should be stable
suspension for long durations without
sedimentation [26]. The two-step method has
been applied in this study. The two-step method
used for preparing nanofluids is a process in
which nanoparticles are dispersed into the base
liquids. [27]. The commercial γ- Al2O3 powders
were supplied by Sigma–Aldrich Corporation in
this experimental study. De-ionized water was
used as the base liquid. Nanoparticles were
dispersed into the de-ionized water with
different concentrations of 0.2%, 0.4%, and
0.8%. The mixture was prepared for about 2
hour in an ultrasonic homogenizer (UP-400S
ultrasonic model) continuously in order to
minimize nanoparticles aggregation and
improve dispersion behavior at Erzurum
Technical University. The prepared nanofluid
solutions are shown in Fig.1. No sedimentation
was observed for concentrations in the first 90
days.

Figure 1. Prepared Al2O3- water nanofluids

2.2. Experimental set-up
The image of the experimental setup are
presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. The image of the experimental setup

The solar collector performance was
experimentally investigated in Elazig, Turkey
(latitude is 38o 40' 51'' N and longitude is 39o

13' 25'' E). The optimum collector slope is
calculated as follows [28]:
(1)
b = f -d
where f is the latitude and d is given by:

d = 23 / 45sin(360

n + 284
)
365

(2)

in which , n is the number of day in a year. In
this study, the optimum slope of the collector is
obtained 35o. The solar system is a force
convection system, accordingly the working
fluid is circulated through the collector by using
an electrical pump.

2.3. Testing method
The ASHRAE Standard 86-93 [29] is one
of the most important standards used to
provide test methods and calculation
procedures for determining steady-state and
quasi-steady-state thermal performance,
time and angular response characteristics of
solar collectors. The standard computes the
performance by obtaining the values of
instantaneous efficiency for various
combinations of incident radiation, inlet
fluid temperature and ambient temperature.
2.4. Efficiency calculation
The performance of a solar collector operating
under steady-state conditions can be
successfully described by Eq. (4) according to
ASHRAE Standard. The useful energy can also
be described in terms of the energy absorbed by
the absorber and the energy lost from the
absorber as given by Eq. (5).
(4)
Qu = mC p (To - Ti )

hi = FR (ta ) - FRU L

Ti - Ta
GT

(8)

If the normal incidence conditions are nearly
provided, FR (ta ) may be assumed constant
within the measured temperature ranges. So
according to Eq. (8), a straight line will be
obtained for the collector efficiency. This line
intersects the vertical axis (efficiency) at
FR (ta ) . At this point, the temperature of the
fluid entering the collector equals the ambient
temperature, and the maximum collector
efficiency is achieved. In this study, it is
nominated as the absorbed energy parameter.
The line slope which is equal to FRU L
indicates that how energy has removed from the
solar collector, and so it has been nominated as
the removed energy parameter [30].
3. Results and discussion
In order to investigate the performance of
nanofluids as the working fluids in the solar
collector system, each experiment was
performed 07:30 – 18:30 (each test run was
chosen 30 min) and the good data, which have
minimum errors, were chosen to analyze.
Figure 3 shows an example of typical recorded
data for water and nanofluids at 150 Lit/h in
one of the test days. The inlet fluid temperature
is almost remain unchanged, the outlet fluid
temperature is the critical parameter.

Qu = Ac FR [GT (ta ) - U L (Ti - Ta )]

(5)
where Cp is the heat capacity of water or
nanofluid. The heat capacity of nanofluid is
calculated as follow [28] :
(6)
C p ,nf = C p ,np (j ) + C p ,bf (1 - j )
where j indicates the volume fraction of
nanoparticles, and C p , np and C p ,bf are 880j/kg
K and 4182 j/kg K, respectively.
The instantaneous collector efficiency relates
the useful energy to the total energy incident on
the collector surface by the following equations:

hi =

mc p (To - Ti )
Qu
=
AcGT
GT

(7)

Figure 3. Experimental data for water and nanofluid as working
fluid

As can be seen from Fig. 4, before 13:30 the
outlet temperature of nanofluids is higher than
that of water. The temperature difference of the
outlet between nanofluids and water decreased
gradually with the solar radiation decline
(13:30-18:30). The temperature of nanofluids
enhanced faster than that of water because of
the superior heat transfer performance. But in
the process of solar radiation rapid decline, the
heat loss cannot be ignored. The heat loss of
nanofluids is more than that of water. Hence,
the outlet temperature of nanofluids is more and

more close to the outlet temperature of water
[31]. Figure 4, 5 and 6 represent the effect of
volume fraction of water and nanofluids on the
efficiency of solar collector. The efficiency of
collector for water and nanofluid is drawn
versus decreased temperature parameters (

Ti - Ta
). As shown in Fig 4, 5 and 6, the
GT

efficiency of flat plate solar collector with
Al2O3-H2O nanofluid is higher than that of
water. The maximum efficiency (Ti=Ta) of flatplate solar collector with 0.2 % Al2O3-H2O
nanofluid is increased compared with water.
1
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Efficiency (ηi)
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Figure 4. The efficiency of the flat-plate solar collector for water
and Al2O3-H2O as the working fluid in 0.2% volume fraction
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Figure 5. The efficiency of the flat-plate solar collector for water
and Al2O3-H2O as the working fluid in 0.4% volume fraction
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T

1
0.8% 150 lt/h Al2O3
Water

Efficiency (ηi)

0,8

reduced. So, the stability of prepared nanofluid
with lower concentration is more than the
higher one. It can be resulted that for small
temperature differences, the growth rate of
thermal conductivity for 0.8% is smaller than
that for 0.2 %. However, higher temperature
causes the speed increment of molecules, and
increases collisions between nanoparticles and
the molecules of bulk liquid, results in an
increased thermal conductivity [21, 22, 23].
4. Conclusion
This paper presented an experimental study of
the effect of using the Al2O3-H2O nanofluid as a
working fluid in a flat-plate solar collector. The
effect of volume fractions (0.2%, 0.4% and
0.8%) on the efficiency of the collector was
investigated at 150 Lit/h. The results showed
that adding nanoparticles into de-ionized water
enhanced heat transfer and increased the
efficiency of collector in comparison with
water. It can be concluded that the investigation
reported here will deliver the solar investigators
with knowledge about enhancing the collector
systems using nanofluids.
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According to previous researches [32],
nanoparticles in nanofluids at higher
concentration tend to be agglomerated and the
stability of homogenous solutions will be
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Effect of Repetitive Thermomechanical Processing on Grain Boundary
Characteristics in alpha-phase brass
K. J. Al-Fadhalah
Kuwait University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Kuwait
Abstract:
Commercial (70Cu–30Zn) brass alloy of alpha-phase
was thermomechanically processed to enhance the
special coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries.
Four cycles of thermomechanically processing
(TMP) were applied, with each cycle consisting of
uniaxial compression (strain of 0.15) and annealing
(670ºC/10 min). Also, three different compression
temperatures (25ºC, 250ºC and -100 ºC) were used.
Microstructure evaluation by electron backscattered
diffraction (EBSD) indicates that the use of high
compression temperature of 250ºC after one cycle
promoted the largest formation of Σ3 boundaries
(frequency of 57%), associated with the formation of
annealing twins. It was also found that the use of 4
cycles of TMP was necessary to stabilize the grain
boundary characteristics and to further increase the
frequency of Σ3 boundaries to about 62%. In addition, the formation of annealing twins was accompanied by partial randomization of compression texture.
Keywords: brass, thermomechanical processing,
annealing twins, microstructure, texture.
Introduction:
Thermomechanical processing (TMP) has been widely
used to alter several properties of fcc metals of low
stacking fault energy, including strength, ductility,
creep resistance, and resistance to intergranular corrosion [1]. In TMP, the polycrystalline metal typically
deforms to a specific amount of strain and later annealed to a temperature sufficient to facilitate recrystallization of the deformed microstructure and thus
enhance formation of annealing twins. Consequently,
the improvement of properties greatly depends on the
manipulation of the grain boundary crystallography,
which generally requires repetitive TMP cycles
(commonly 2 to 5 cycles). The annealing twin boundaries formed by TMP have been commonly described
in terms of CSL boundaries with low values of
particularly n boundaries (n =1,2,3). Randle [2]
reported that n boundaries boundaries serve at different stages of microstructural development, including retaining strain during deformation, generating
n
additional
and other ‘special’ boundaries, and
break-up of the random boundary network. Several
GBE studies have been applied on brass alloys due to
its low stacking-fault energy (SFE) [3-7]. Most of the
focus has been mainly made on α-phase brass alloy,
which consists of FCC structure, to examine the effect
of repetitive TMP on the increased proportion of Σ3
boundaries and grain boundary characteristic distribution. Nevertheless, no previous studies on repetitive
TMP have reported the effect of deformation tempera-

ture on development of CSL boundaries in low SFE
fcc metals. In this regard, the present work aims to
evaluate the effect of deforming temperature on development of Σ3n boundaries in α-phase brass during
repetitive TMP.
Experimental Procedure:
Compression test cylinders of α-brass (70Cu–30Zn)
were made with dimensions of 10 mm in diameter
and 12.5 mm. Four TMP cycles were used in this
study, with each cycle consisting of compression the
cylinders to a strain of 0.15 at different test temperatures (25ºC, 250ºC and -100ºC) and later annealing
at 670 ºC for 10 min. The microstructure of brass
samples was analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) technqiue. The samples were subjected
to conventional metallographic preparation and finally electropolished in a solution of 25% phosphoric
acid, 20% ethanol, and 10% propanol in water. The
average grain size, grain size distributions and texture were determined from EBSD maps.
Results and Discussion:
Figure 1 shows an SEM micrograph illustraing the
formation of annealing twins in the initial material,
with an average grain size of 23 µm. In general,
there are different sizes and shapes of the annealing
twins: long-narrow twins extending throughout the
parent grains, and short-wide twins formed within
the parent grains. Fig.2 presents EBSD maps for
cartridge brass samples processed up to 4 cycles at
25ºC. The results generally show that repetitive TMP
resulted in large formation of annealing twins in the
microstructure as demonstrated by the formation of
Σ3 twin boundaries (shown in red color). The results
also show that increasing number of cycles led to
coarsening of the grains and also enlargement of the
annealing twins.

Figure 1: SEM micrograph of the initial microstructure of
of α-brass sample. (Magnification: 500X)

Table 1: Average grain size (μm) of brass samples
Sample

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

Cycle 4

T= 25°C

37.0

37.6

41.6

48.3

T= 250°C

33.6

38.7

40.9

45.0

T=-100°C

35.8

37.2

44.2

46.4

Figure 2: EBSD maps for TMP α-brass samples compressed
at 25°C. Black lines denote random HABs, while red, yellow and green lines represent Σ3, Σ9 and Σ27 boundaries.

Figure 3: Distribution of Σ3n boundaries for brass samples

the otherhand, the percentage of Σ3n boundaries increased and became almost similar for the three compression temperatures at cycle#4 (68.3% for 25°C,
67.8% for 250°C and 66.9% for -100°C). The slow
development of Σ3n boundaries after two cycles was
reported in previous works [2,5]. This was necessary
to homogenize the microstructure in preparation for
subsequent cycles required for the enhancement of
grain boundary characteristics and material properties.
In such case, the strain is retained at twin boundaries
during the first cycle of TMP and hence provides suffiecent driving force for recrystallization. Upon applying strain in the second cycle, annealing has more tendency to cause grain boundary migration and thus
possible annihilation of some twins and strain relief
occur. Additional cycles were shown to induce new
strain into the material and thus providing necessary
driving force for nucleation and generation of new
annealing twins and break-up of the random boundary
network. This has also been observed in the current
TMP of brass as an increase in twinning activities occurred at cycle#4 for all compression temperatures.
For FCC metals of low stacking fault energy, such as
brass, the annealing texture typically consists of a mixture of <111> and <001> fiber components, while the
compression texture becomes a mixture of <111> and
<101> fiber components due to the occurrence of deformation twinning. The compression texture for the
brass in this work has a strong <101> fiber but weak
<111> fiber. This implies that deformation twinning
was not very active as a deformation mode during
compression at small strain of 0.15. Fig. 4 presents the
inverse pole figures for brass samples subjected to
compression temperature of 250°C and -100°C. The
results show annealing cuased scattering of the texture
while the compression texture is partially retained
around <101> fiber. The relatively lower values of
maximum intensity for sample processed at 250°C is
most likely attributed to the fast development of Σ3n
boundaries during cycle#1.
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Figure 4: Inverse pole figures for brass samples annealed
after being compressed at T= 250°C and T = -100°C.

Table 1 shows that the average grain size after cycle#1
is the range of 33.6-37.0 μm and it becomes coarser
after cycle#4 (45.0 to 48.3 μm).Intersetingly, compressing samples at 250°C produced the smallest
average grain size. This was found to correlate with
the fast development of Σ3n boundaries at cycle#1
for barss deformed at T=250°C as shown in Fig.4.
The results also show that the frequency of Σ3n
boundaries remained unchanged for cycles 2 and 3.On
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Abstract
The s- and p- hybridization eﬀect for the valence electrons of carbon atoms
appears to be the main property of the electron bonding in mono-atomic carbon
layers of graphene. For realizing this eﬀect the chiral model of graphene was
suggested [1], the unitary SU (2) matrix V = a0 ⌧0 +i(~a~⌧ ) being considered as an
order parameter [2]. Here ⌧0 , ~⌧ denote the unit matrix and the Pauli matrices
respectively, scalar and vector fields a0 , ~a; a2 + a~2 = 1, describing s- and p0

states of the free valence electron. For the description of spin and quasi-spin
excitation in graphene, the latter ones corresponding to independent excitation
modes of the two triangular sub-lattices of graphene, we introduce the two Dirac
spinors

1,

2

and consider the combined spinor field

= ⇠ ⌦(

2 )as

1

a new

order parameter, where ⇠ stands for the first column of V . The electromagnetic
interaction is included throught the extention of derivatives, the Pauli direct
interaction term being added.
Keywords: chiral model of graphene, dirac spinors
The Lagrangian density L of the model
2

I
L = Dµ P Dµ
2
includes the projector P =
jµ =

µ

2
⌫

~a2 jµ j µ + iµ0

µ⌫ F

(1)

µ⌫

j⌫ on the positive energy states, where

, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, designates the Dirac current,
1

=

+

0.

The model

contains the two constant parameters: the exchange energy I per lattice spacing
p
and some characteristic inverse length
. The interaction with the electromagnetic field is realized through the extension of the derivative:
Dµ = @µ ie0 Aµ

e,

with e0 > 0 being the coupling constant and

e

= (1 ⌧3 )/2

being the charge operator chosen in accordance with the natural bondary condition at infinity: a0 (1) = 1. However, the additional interaction term of the
Pauli type should be added to take into account the proper magnetic moments
of the electrons. Here

µ⌫

@⌫ Aµ and µ0 > 0 denotes

= [ ⌫ , µ]/4, Fµ⌫ = @µ A⌫

the Bohr magneton per lattice spacing cubed.
Let us consider as an illustration the interaction of the mono-atomic carbon
~0 oriented along the xlayer z = 0 with the static uniform magnetic field B
axis. We introduce first the vector potential Ay = A(z), with the intensity
of the magnetic field being Bx = B(z) =
ary condition at infinity: A !
evident symmetry
symmetry:

i

,

1

,

⇤
i ; a2,3

2, 0

A0 (z) and the natural bound-

B0 z. The model in question admits the
invariance

)

0

and also the discrete

a2,3 . Therefore,one can introduce the chiral angle

)

⇥(z) : a0 = cos⇥, a1 = sin⇥ and the real 2-spinor '(z) = col(u, u), where
1

=

2

L=

= col(', '). As a result the new Lagrangian density take the form:

2IU 02 8IU 2 (⇥02 +e20 A2 sin2 ⇥) 8 2 U 2 sin2 ⇥ 4µ0 A0 U

A02 /(8⇡) (2)

where the new variable is introduced: U = |'|2 = 2u2 . Taking into account

that j 2 = 16U 2 , one can deduce from (2) and the boundary condition at infinity:
j 2 (1) = 1, ⇥(1) = 0, A0 (1) =
E=

2IU 02

8IU 2 (⇥02

B0 the following "energy" integral:

e20 A2 sin2 ⇥) + 8 2 U 2 sin2 ⇥

A02 /(8⇡) =

B02 /(8⇡),

that implies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the "action" S:
1
8I

✓

@S
@U

◆2

1
+
32IU 2

✓

@S
@⇥

◆2

+2⇡

✓

@S
+ 4µ0 U
@A

2

◆2

=

B02
+8U 2 sin2 ⇥( 2 +Ie20 A2 )
8⇡
(3)

Here the following defenitions of the Jacobi momentums are used:
@S
=
@U

@S
4IU ;
=
@⇥
0

@S
16IU ⇥ ;
=
@A
0

2

4µ0 U

A0
4⇡

(4)

Let us study the behavior of solution to the equation (3) and (4) as z ! 1
where A ⇡

B0 z. In the first approximation one gets:

B0
S⇡
µ0 8e0 IU 2 sin2 ⇥ A
4⇡

(5)

Inserting (5)into (4), one derives the diﬀerential equation U 0 = 4U ⇥0 tan⇥ with
the evident integral 4U = cos 4 ⇥ corresponding to the boundary condition
U (1) = 1/4. In view of (4)this fact permits to obtain the equation for ⇥(z) =
2⇥0
= e0 A ⇡ e0 B0 z with the solution of the form:
sin2⇥
h e
i
0
2
tan⇥ = tan⇥0 exp
B0 z
(6)
2
where ⇥0 stands for the integration constant. Finally, combining (6)and the
last relation in (4), one can find the magnetic field intensity in the asymptotic
domain z ! 1:
B=

A0 ⇡ B 0

2⇡(e0 I

(7)

4µ0 )⇥20 exp( e0 B0 z 2 )

As can be seen from(7), the eﬀect of weakening of the magnetic field is revealed
for the positive value of the constant e0 I

4µ0 , this eﬀect being similar to

that of London "screening" caused by the second term in the electromagnetic
current:
Jµ = e0 IIm( P

e @µ

)

e20 Ij 2 (a21 + a22 )Aµ + 2iµ0 @ ⌫ (

µ⌫

)

(8)

The current (8)contains beyond the standard conduction term, the diamagnetic
current and the Pauli magnetization-polarization one.
As follows form(7), for the negative value of the constant e0 I
paramagnetic behavior of the material takes place [3, 4]

3

4µ0 the
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Abstract
In this work, we report a simple one-step microwave irradiation method to synthesize the
nanocomposites of cobalt oxide (Co3O4) nanoparticles and reduced graphene oxide (RGO). X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and Raman studies revealed the formation of crystalline Co3O4 nanoparticles on
the RGO sheets. Ultraviolet–visible (UV-Vis) spectra showed the characteristic absorption peaks of
Co3O4 nanoparticles and RGO. From field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) analysis,
nanoporous structure was observed for Co3O4/RGO nanocomposites. These novel Co3O4/RGO
nanocomposites exhibited good cycling stability as an anode material for lithium-ion batteries. The
results have shown an electrochemical response in terms of charge/discharge capacity (174 mAh/g at
1 mA/g). Cyclic performance was also good as a reversible capacity (158 mAh/g at 1 mA/g) was
retained for 10 charge/discharge cycles. The presented approach to prepare graphene based
nanocomposites within few minutes using cheap, cost effective and environmental friendly
microwave irradiation method will be a track to bridging between laboratory and industry for future
energy applications.
Keywords: Nanocomposites; Li-ion battery; Microwave irradiation; TEM; XRD.
1. Introduction
Li-ion battery (LIB) has shown great potential to fulfil the growing energy demands for hybrid
electric vehicle, smart grid applications, and portable electronic devices, due to its advantages
such as high power and energy density, long cycle life and structure stability [1–4]. The energy
density and performance of LIBs are largely determined by the chemical and physical
properties of the cathode and anode materials [5–7]. Although significant progress has been
made in improving the properties of electrode materials over the years [8–10], there is
immense interest to develop new electrode materials that can boost both the energy and power
densities of LIB [11–13].
As an allotrope of carbon, graphene consists of a single planar sheet of sp2-bonded carbon
atoms that are densely packed in a honeycomb crystal lattice. Graphene has been demonstrated
to be a promising anode material for LIBs due to its intriguing physical and chemical
properties, such as high electrical conductivity, large specific surface area, and mechanical
robustness [14–16].
Co3O4 nanoparticles have been synthesized using different methods such as co-precipitation,
hydrothermal synthesis, thermal decomposition and reduction et al. [17-20]. Synthesis of Co3O4/RGO

nanocomposites is usually achieved by in situ reduction of cobalt salt precursors or assembly of the
nanoparticles on the GO surface [21]. However, some problems with the approaches reported so far,
such as poor control over the size, size distribution, and location of nanoparticles on the GO sheets.
To solve this issue, Co3O4 and Co3O4/RGO nanocomposites were synthesized using a novel, cost
effective, and environmental friendly solution method assisted with microwave irradiation (MWI),
The synthesized nanocomposites can be used as anodes in LIB.
2. Materials and methods
In a typical synthesis of Co3O4/RGO nanocomposites, 920 mg of CTAB was mixed with 800 ml of
distilled water and 8% (2mg/ml) GO (synthesized by the hummer’s method [22]) in a 1000 ml beaker.
After 30 minutes of continuous stirring, a mixture of 4.6 g of cobalt acetate in 333 ml distilled water
was added drop wise to the solution. Next, 1ml of the reducing agent hydrazine hydrate was added to
the solution. The solution was heated under microwave irradiation (KENWOOD; 740 W) for 20
minutes with a power of 100W; then the product was washed several times by distilled water and
ethanol and then was dried at 800 C overnight. The dried sample was ground and calcined at 600 0C
for 2h. A black coloured product was obtained. In addition, pure Co3O4 nanoparticles and RGO were
synthesized by the same method.
The X-ray diffraction (Philips-PW 1729, Holland) of the material were investigated with Cu radiation
(1.54430 A°). The XRD patterns were recorded in the scan ranging from 5o to 60o of 2θ, with a step
size of 0.02o and scan speed of 2o/min. A field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, FEI
Quanta 200) was employed to study the morphology of the product. Room temperature optical
absorption spectra were recorded in the range of 200–800 nm using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(Agilent-8453).
The electrochemical performance was evaluated using two-electrode coin half-cell with a
polypropylene membrane separator (Celgard 2325, Celgard, Inc., USA) as separator and Li-metal
(purity 99.9%) as counter electrode. 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (1:1, v/v) was used as an electrolyte.
Cells were assembled in a dry room and galvanostatically charged/discharged at current densities of
1 mA in a potential range of 0.01 to 3V, using 8-channel battery tester (MTI-USA).
3. Results and discussion
XRD analysis was done to study the crystal phase of the Co3O4 nanoparticles and Co3O4/RGO
nanocomposites as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: XRD pattern of Co3O4 nanoparticles and Co3O4/RGO nanocomposites (8%RGO).
The diffraction peaks at 2θ of 31.550, 37.230, 38.540, 45.040, 56.090, 59.500, 65.680 and 77.710 can be
indexed as the (220), (311), (222), (400), (422), (511), (440) and (533), respectively. The diffraction
peaks of the Co3O4 nanoparticles are similar to those of pure Co3O4 with cubic normal spinel structure
(JCPDS card no. 76–1802). No other peaks of impurity were detected. In addition to the characteristic
peaks attributed to Co3O4 nanoparticles, the XRD pattern of Co3O4/RGO nanocomposites also
exhibits an extra peak at around 190 which can be indexed as the (002) proving the presence of RGO
[22].
4. Conclusion
In summary, Co3O4/RGO nanocomposites (8% RGO) were successfully prepared using microwave
assisted solution method. XRD, UV-Vis and Raman results show that the prepared nanocomposites
containing highly crystalline Co3O4 nanoparticles and RGO sheets. Morphological studies show
nanoporous structure Co3O4 supported on RGO sheets. The nanocomposites prepared by MWI shows
remarkable properties as a good anode material for LIBs. A good electrochemical response in terms
of charge/discharge capacity, cyclic performance, and columbic efficiency was observed. This
excellent performance could be attributed to the formation of 2D RGO framework decorated with
Co3O4 nanoparticles.
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